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Background & Aims: Colorectal cancer (CRC) is thought to arise when the cumulative mutational 
burden within colonic crypts exceeds a certain threshold that leads to clonal expansion and ultimately 
neoplastic transformation. Therefore, quantification of the fixation and subsequent expansion of somatic 
mutations in normal epithelium is key to understanding colorectal cancer initiation. The aim of the present 
study was to understand how advantaged expansions can be accommodated in the human colon. 
Methods: We used immunohistochemistry to visualise loss of the cancer driver KDM6A in formalin-fixed 
paraffin embedded (FFPE) normal human colonic epithelium. Using microscopy combined with neural 
network-based image analysis we determined the frequencies of KDM6A-mutant crypts as well as the 
expansion of clones into large areas by fission and fusion. We then used mathematical modelling to 
define the dynamics of fixation and expansion. 
Results: Interpretation of the age-related behaviour of KDM6A-negative clones revealed significant 
competitive advantage in intra-crypt dynamics as well as a 5-fold increase in crypt fission rate. This was 
not accompanied by an increase in crypt fusion. Using mathematical modelling of crypt spacing we 
present evidence for a crypt diffusion process. We define the threshold fission rate at which diffusion fails 
to accommodate new crypts, which can be exceeded by KRAS activating mutations. 
Conclusions: Advantaged gene mutations in KDM6A expand dramatically by crypt fission but not fusion. 
The crypt diffusion process enables accommodation of the additional crypts up to a threshold value, 
beyond which polyp growth may occur. The fission rate associated with KRAS mutations offers a potential 
explanation for KRAS-initiated polyps. 













It is widely recognised that many renewing epithelia acquire a substantial burden of cancer driver 
mutations while remaining apparently normal
1–3
. In the human colon, development of neoplastic disease 
is thought to be driven by elevated rates of gland replication or fission. Most notably loss of the tumour 
suppressor gene APC generates adenomas in this way
4–7
. Yet throughout life normal crypts also undergo 




There does not appear to be an increase in the net density of crypts, or of colonic epithelial area, with 
age
18
. This raises the question: how are local clonal expansions arising from elevated fission rates 
accommodated? One explanation might lie in crypt fusion. This process has recently been described and 
could counteract the consequences of fission
19,20
. However, it remains unclear if fusion is an independent 
stochastic process or if it is locally co-regulated with fission. The latter possibility may be particularly 
relevant to pro-oncogenic mutations as fusions at the edge of mutant patches could enable effective local 
invasion of wildtype crypts with a high probability of subsequent displacement of wildtype cells. 
 
KDM6A (UTX) is an X-linked gene encoding a histone demethylase that specifically targets di- and tri-
methyl groups on lysine 27 of histone H3. Inactivating mutations and deletions of KDM6A have been 
identified in a variety of human cancers including colon, bladder, prostate, oesophageal cancer
21–24
. 
KDM6A featured among the 127 significantly mutated genes in The Cancer Genome Atlas study that 
analysed 3281 tumours derived from 12 cancer types
25
. KDM6A mutations are infrequent in CRCs (<4% 
of all tumours, COSMIC database). 
 
Here, in seeking additional cancer driver events that can be visualised as somatic clones, we identify loss 
of KDM6A as possessing advantage in both intra-crypt fixation and subsequent expansion. The large 
multicrypt clones resulting from elevated rates of crypt fission are investigated to study the impact of 
expansion on crypt packing and the role of crypt fusion in relieving overcrowding. The increased fission 
rate within KDM6A
-
 clones is not accompanied by an increase in crypt fusion, suggesting the two 












overcrowding. Instead, it is demonstrated that new crypts generated by fission can be accommodated by 
localised crypt diffusion up to a threshold beyond which hyperplastic and neoplastic lesions may form. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Human tissue 
Normal colon tissue samples were obtained from Addenbrooke’s Hospital Cambridge and Norfolk and 
Norwich University Hospital under full local research ethical committee approval (Documents 15/WA/0131 
& 17/EE/0265 and 06/Q0108/307 & 08/H0304/85, respectively) according to UK Home Office regulations. 
The study included 273 individuals aged 13–93 years. Colectomy specimens were fixed in 10% neutral 
buffered formalin. From areas without macroscopically visible disease mucosal sheets were removed and 








Antibodies are listed in Table S1. For standard sections immunohistochemistry was performed as 
previously published
26
. For laser capture microdissection (LCM) tissue was cut at 10 μm thickness onto 
UV-irradiated PEN membrane slides (ZEISS). Heat induced epitope retrieval was performed in citrate 
buffer in a water bath at 76 ºC for 16 hours. Counterstaining with Mayer’s Haematoxylin was performed 




Clones were scored by brightfield microscopy, followed by scanning of sections using a Leica Aperio AT2 
scanner. The DeCryptICS image analysis tool developed by Edward Morrissey and Doran Khamis 












or Fission (FUFI) forms per section. This was followed by manual QC using QuPath
27
 including 
classification of FUFIs into mutant/mutant (M/M), mutant/wildtype (M/W) or entirely wild type.  
Quality control 
Within the dataset two individuals aged 37 years with extreme average patch sizes were identified as 
outliers with respect to that measure and not included in subsequent analyses of patch sizes, fusion rates 
and newly generated crypts. 
 
DNA extraction from FFPE tissue 
LCM  
Crypts were harvested into lids of 0.2 mm radius PCR tubes using a Leica LMD7000 Laser 
Microdissection System. 10 μl of Proteinase K solution from the Arcturus® PicoPure® DNA Extraction Kit 
(ThermoFisher) were added followed by lysis at 65 ºC for 3 h and inactivation at 95 ºC for 10 min.  
Extraction from sections for KRAS sequencing 
The QIAmp DNA FFPE Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) was used according to the supplier’s protocol.  
 
Library preparation and sequencing 
Primers, PCR reaction components, cycling conditions and processing for amplification are described in 
tables S2-S6. Samples were barcoded using the Fast Start High Fidelity PCR System (Roche) according 
to the supplier’s protocol. After pooling and purification by Clean & Concentrator Kit (Zymo Research) and 
size selection by PippinBlue (Sage Science), samples were sequenced using 150 bp paired-end 
sequencing with 10% PhiX in-house on the Illumina MiSeq platform. 
Sequencing data analysis 
Scripts are available under: https://github.com/kemp05/ 
KDM6A  
Amplicons were extracted by starting, finishing and containing the expected sequence in the middle. 
Then, at every nucleotide position excluding the primer, the number of reads corresponding to the 
reference genome as well as those containing a base change were recorded. This enabled calculation of 












was either >4x the mean of the noise at that position or >3.29 x the standard deviation at that position (p≦ 
0.001). True mutations were called if present in all samples originating from the same patch in serial 
sections but absent in all wild-type samples from the same sections.  
KRAS 
Corresponding forward and reverse reads were combined using PANDAseq 2.11 with default options
28
. 
Amplicons were extracted by beginning and ending with the expected primer sequence and correct 
overall length (+/- 3bp tolerance).  
For codon 12 and 13 mutation calling, reads containing the sequences corresponding to wild type as well 
as all possible mutations (Table S8) were extracted. This yielded a MAF for every possible mutation in all 
four amplicons for every sample and revealed the noise. KRAS mutations were called if 1) >1000 reads 
were obtained for both KRAS amplicons and at least one mimic amplicon and 2) the MAF in both KRAS 
amplicons was > 0.1% (corresponding to at least 10 mutant reads) but found at background levels in the 
mimic amplicons. These criteria correspond to ≧ 1.96 standard deviations or a p-value of < 0.025 for the 
noisiest nucleotide position (G12D). The actual MAF for a particular mutation was calculated by 
subtracting the mean allele frequency (noise). 
Mathematical modelling 
Stem cell dynamics and crypt fission 




Crypt fusion and diffusion 
Crypt fusion was modelled as a process parallel to fission, with the same duration. Therefore, the 
following applied:  
                        
                       
   
            
           
 
 
All M/W FUFIs were considered fusions, but M/M FUFIs could be fissions or fusions. Therefore, the 
number of fission events and fusion events required for the above equation were not directly measurable. 
However, they were calculable by sampling FUFIs from the edge of mutant patches, which enabled 












distribution of the mutational state of neighbouring crypts. (See supplemental materials for mathematical 
details.) 
In order to infer a diffusion coefficient, growth of a patch through initial mutation and subsequent fissions 
was modelled as a stochastically firing point source of mass at the clone centroid. Potential trajectories 
from mutation hit to patch of size 10 (that is, stochastic event times) were simulated and an ensemble 
diffusion coefficient was inferred by randomly drawing paths from the set of simulated potential 
trajectories. The inferred diffusion coefficient was then used in a theoretical study of patch expansion. 
(See supplemental materials for mathematical details.) 
 
KRAS expansion 





KDM6A-negative clones are advantaged in stem cell competition  
We have previously used visualisation of loss of X-linked genes as clonal marks to quantify human 
colonic stem cell dynamics
26
. In attempting to expand this methodology to X-linked genes with cancer 
association, clonal loss of KDM6A was identified by immunohistochemistry with two independent 
antibodies on normal human colonic epithelia (Figure S1A & B). Intra-crypt dynamics that describe the 
accumulation of clones comprising wholly populating entire crypts (WPC) from partly populated (PPC) 
transition forms were determined for KDM6A
- 
clones using colonic FFPE sections from 120 patients aged 
21–93 as previously described
26
 (Figure 1A & B). This revealed that loss of KDM6A confers a competitive 
advantage to affected stem cells shown as a decrease in the fraction of PPC supporting the accumulation 
of WPC (Figure 1C).  
 
KDM6A-negative clones expand by 5-fold increased crypt fission 
KDM6A
-
 crypts remain rare across ages, supporting their clonal origin. Expansion of individual KDM6A
-
 












confirm the clonal origin of such patches, we used laser capture microdissection followed by targeted 
sequencing that covered 3.6 kb of exonic and flanking intronic sequence of KDM6A (24 amplicons), 
including sites frequently mutated in human cancers. No patch was found to carry more than one KDM6A 
mutation and mutant allele frequencies were in line with predictions from patient sex and stromal content, 
supporting clonality (Figure 1E, Figure S1C-E & Table S7). 
 
The age-related size distribution of multicrypt clones was analysed to infer the fission rate associated with 
KDM6A loss and compare it to those previously described for neutral (MAOA and mPAS) and 
advantaged clonal marks (STAG2)
26
. This revealed an age-related increase in the frequency of large 




 but not for neutral marks (Figure 2A). Loss of KDM6A 
generates a higher proportion of large patches than the other clonal marks while STAG2 loss results in 
more clones due to a higher event rate (Figure 2B and C). From these patch size distributions, the crypt 
fission rate associated with loss of KDM6A was calculated to be to 3.6% per year (95% CI: 3.2-4.1), 
approximately 5-fold higher than the background homeostatic rate previously derived from neutral clonal 
marks (Figure 2D). Consequently, in individuals over 80 years of age 13.5% of KDM6A
-
 clones are found 







 patches lack significant local overcrowding  
Expanding clones are more likely to undergo additional fissions as the probability scales with the number 
of crypts present. Consequently, the interval between fissions decreases rapidly with increasing patch 
size. For example, mathematical modelling of the expansion of KDM6A
-
 crypts indicates the median time 
taken to grow from 1 to 2 crypts is 19 years, but only 2 years to grow from 10 to 11 (Figure 2E). 
Therefore, recently formed larger patches might be expected to demonstrate overcrowding. 
 
To test if larger patches are more densely packed, the area occupied by crypts and their surrounding 
stroma was determined for 24 STAG2
-
 and 20 KDM6A
-
 clones containing ten crypts, the largest size for 












was then calculated. Adjacent to each mutant clone three random groups of 10 crypts were defined as 
control ‘patches’ and similarly analysed (totalling 72 control patches for STAG2 and 60 control patches for 
KDM6A). Comparing the fraction of each patch occupied by stroma to adjacent wildtype groupings 
indicated a slight trend towards increased packing density for STAG2
-
 as well as KDM6A
-
 crypts that 
failed to reach significance (Figure 2G). Considering that a lack of overcrowding may stem from a 
decrease in crypt size, the areas of crypts were measured. This revealed that KDM6A
-
 crypt sections are 
around x1.3 the size of adjacent wildtype crypts (p-value <0.001) (Figure S2). No difference was found 
between STAG2
-
 crypts and their wildtype neighbours (Figure S2). Therefore, lack of overcrowding 
cannot be attributed to reduced crypt size for either STAG2 or KDM6A loss. We also considered the 
possibility of accommodation of clonal expansions by ‘squashing’ of neighbouring crypts. However, 
analysis of crypt eccentricities provided no evidence for the predicted flattening of crypt architecture that 
would result (Figures S3-S5). 
 
Together these observations suggest that crypts even within relatively recent clonal expansions avoid 
overcrowding to largely achieve ambient density.  
 
Evidence for crypt fusion 
The lack of overcrowding in KDM6A
-
 clones suggests a mechanism counteracting the localised increase 
in fission. An opposing process of crypt fusion has been recognised in mouse intestine
19
. A homeostatic 
human fusion rate has been estimated by assuming equivalence in the rate of both fission and fusion
20
. 
On a tissue wide basis such a balance of rates could act to maintain constant crypt density. However, 
local advantaged expansions can only be balanced if fission and fusion are locally coordinated.  
 
We first sought confirmation that fusion occurs. The evidence in human epithelium is based on 
identification of branched crypts within which clonal loss of mitochondrial CCO activity is restricted to one 
branch. These are interpreted as transition intermediates in an active fusion process
20
. Analysis of en 
face tissue sections stained to visualise mPAS positivity confirmed the existence of rare heterotypic 
branched forms in normal human colonic epithelium. Analysis of over 2x10
6














 clones identified 32 candidate mPAS
+
 branched forms that were either 
mixed (mutant and wild type, M/W) or fully mutant (M/M) (Figure 3A). Of the 13 M/W forms the positive 
epithelium was always restricted to one branch.  
 
An alternative interpretation is that branched crypts are intermediate fission forms whereby heterotypic 
staining arises due to mutations occurring or segregating into a single branch (Figure 3B). We formally 
considered this possibility using the fusion duration estimate derived by Baker and colleagues as well as 
our previous estimates of de novo mutation probability and clone fixation rates that together determine 
the frequency of monoclonal crypts present in individuals of different age
26
. Within the relatively small 
number of branched crypts present none are predicted to contain monoclonal crypt branches by either 
mechanism (Figure 3C). This suggests that heterotypic forms represent genuine intermediates in an 
active fusion process. Since the bulk of branched crypts are unstained and can represent intermediates in 
either fusion or fission we propose the agnostic term FUFI (Fusion or Fission) to describe these transition 
forms (Figure S6). 
 
Crypt fusion and fission are regulated independently 
To calculate crypt fusion rates heterotypic and homotypic FUFIs were also evaluated for STAG2 and 
KDM6A loss by scoring around 3.9 x10
6
 and 1.8 x10
6
 crypts from 53 and 102 individuals, respectively. In 
total, over 28,000 FUFIs were evaluated. This identified 151 and 63 FUFIs with STAG2 (18,928 clones 
analysed) and KDM6A loss (5,353 clones analysed) respectively (Figure 3D). These could be found as 
single events or within multicrypt clones (Figure 3E).  
 
Assuming equal duration for fission and fusion (i.e. the time window during which FUFIs are detectable), 
the fusion rate is accessible by proportionality. Specifically, the ratio of the frequency of observed fission 
FUFIs to the fission rate (independently calculated from the patch size distribution) would equal the ratio 
of the frequency of observed fusion FUFIs to the fusion rate. However, while all M/W FUFIs are 
considered fusions, M/M FUFIs can be either fissions or fusions. Therefore, to exploit this proportionality, 












determined. The value for χ is calculable on the basis that M/M FUFIs have a probability of being a fusion 
event that depends on the number of M and W neighbours present at the onset of the event. Therefore, 
the status of crypts neighbouring FUFIs at the patch border of multicrypt clones were scored as W or M 
(totalling 4, 121 and 49 for mPAS, STAG2 and KDM6A, respectively) (Figure 3 F and G). Single FUFIs 
had W neighbours only. Averaging the M and W neighbours of M/M FUFIs revealed χ to be 0.03 for 
mPAS. As neutral marks such as mPAS generate mostly small clones, most fusion events are W/M 
leading to low values of χ. At the edge of larger expansions generated by advantaged marks, M/M 
fusions occur more readily. Correspondingly the χ values for STAG2 and KDM6A are 0.26 and 0.35, 
respectively (Figure 3H). Rates of fusion using these values of χ were then estimated using the 
proportionality described above (see supplemental information for details). 
 
This analysis indicates similar crypt fusion rates for mPAS, STAG2 and KDM6A of 0.3% per year (95% 
CI: 0.1-0.6), 0.4% (95% CI: 0.3-0.7) and 0.7% (95% CI 0.3-1.4) (Figure 3I). Comparison of mPAS fission 
(0.7% per year; 95% CI: 0.5-0.9) and fusion rates show that these closely correspond. This suggests that 
in homeostasis the rates of the two processes are balanced and will act together to maintain constant 
crypt numbers across the tissue as has been suggested previously
20
. However, for mutations causing 
elevated fission rates there appears to be no evidence for a compensatory increase of the fusion rate. 
These analyses suggest that fission and fusion are independent processes and not coordinately 
regulated. 
 
Crypt diffusion accommodates new crypts throughout life 
A striking feature of larger patches is that mutant crypts have over decades populated the territory initially 
occupied by multiple independent crypts without a significant increase in crypt density. In the absence of 
appreciable crypt fusion this suggests local adjustments to disperse crypts from the growing focus. With 













In the colonic epithelium it is the crypts that are being diffused in the 'space' of the surrounding stroma 
(Figure 4A). The diffusion coefficient (change in area per unit time) can be estimated based on crypt 
packing (measured in terms of crypt area per unit area of mucosa) and consideration of all possible 
sequences of fission events generating a patch of 10 mutant crypts, constrained by the patient age and 
calculated using the mutation and fission rates. 
 
To find evidence supporting a diffusion type process we revisited the STAG2- and KDM6A-negative 
patches of ten crypts and surrounding control patches. For each mutant clone (24 for STAG2 and 20 for 
KDM6A) and the corresponding three arbitrary control groups of ten adjacent wildtype crypts, each crypt 
was spatially mapped in X/Y coordinates. Total patch areas were divided in crypt domains that were 
defined as the area occupied by a crypt and its share of surrounding stroma (Figure 4B). Areas of 
individual crypts as well as total patch area were measured and the distance between mutant clones and 
wild type patch centroids, r, was determined (Figure 4C).  
 
Using known mutation and fission rates the potential trajectories from initial mutation to ten-crypt mutant 
clones were simulated and the most likely trajectories were used to calculate the age of the clone 
(Figures S7 and S8). The diffusion coefficient was inferred to define an overall tissue process that best 
fits the differences in stromal densities between mutant and control patches. It describes how the burden 
of decreased stromal fraction resulting from a mutant clone is dispersed into the surrounding tissue over 
time. For older clones we expect the system to be close to the ambient density while for younger clones 
the perturbation to the local stromal fraction may still be evident. Examples of both presumptive young 
and old clones were readily detectable in our samples (Figure 4D and Figures S9 and S10).  
 
For a subset of 7 patches (4 for KDM6A, 3 for STAG2) a more detailed rolling window analysis was 
performed in which the above approach was applied but where fields of ten crypts were moved outwards 
from the mutant clone. Again, evidence of a reduction in stromal fraction consistent with perturbation in 
younger clones was observed (Figure 4E and Figures S9 and S10). The diffusion coefficient was found to 












hypothesis, that there is no diffusion-type process and therefore no radial dependence in crypt packing, 
by considering neighbourhood ambient densities of crypts across all patches (mutant, wildtype or mixed), 
generated a significantly worse fit than the experimental comparisons (Figure S11). Of note this 
confirmation of radial dependence in packing argues against other possible alleviators of crypt density 
such as changes in the size or shape of crypts within mutant clones. 
 
The inferred diffusion process can be used to define the number of crypt domains impacted to 
accommodate a new clonal expansion. For example, the model suggests that patches of ten KDM6A
-
 
crypts would require 264 crypt domains to undergo a 1% reduction in their spacing, while a 5% reduction 
would only require 53 crypt domains (Figure 4G, H). 
 
Defining a homeostatic threshold  
Limited evidence suggests that there are no significant age-related changes in colon length and crypt 
density
18
. With respect just to STAG2 and KDM6A mutations the relatively few new crypts arising during 
life could be easily accommodated by crypt movement. By the time individuals exceed 75 years of age, 
for every 10
5





respectively (Figure 4I). However, it seems highly probable that additional genetic variants will also 
promote fission to different degrees. The potential for diffusion to locally balance this process as fission 
rate increases was investigated.  
 
Simulations were performed escalating the homeostatic fission rate of 0.7% per year (Figure S12). When 
fission rates remain below approximately 12-fold that of homeostasis, diffusion can generate enough 
space to accommodate newly generated crypts (Figure 4J). Higher fission rates result in a proportion of 
clones reaching a threshold of maximum packing density within which crypts are directly touching. This 
suggests a potential boundary for polyp growth, that is dependent on the physical processes of fission 
and diffusion. We have previously used targeted sequencing of FFPE sections to infer the effect of KRAS 
activating mutations on crypt fission
26
. Here, in expanding on that initial dataset (see methods) KRAS 












corresponding to 13.7% of the cohort (Figure S13). Mutant allele frequencies in the range of 0.12% - 
2.35% combined with total crypt numbers per section enabled estimation of clone size (Figure S13). 
Subsequent mathematical inference indicates that a 17-fold increase in crypt fission rate to 12% (95% CI: 
10.8-13.7) per year best fits with the data. Around 1% of KRAS activating mutations are predicted to 
breach the threshold for lesion growth after 50 years (Figure 4J). A therapeutic intervention inhibiting 




Several studies have identified large mutant expansions in seemingly normal epithelia
1,2,26
. In the adult 
colon this occurs by increased crypt fission rate, whereby biased mutations can generate large clones 
that are appropriately distributed within the tissue
26
. In contrast, elevated glandular fission rates are also 
known to drive the overgrowth of adenomas and CRCs suggesting that differences in the rate of fission or 




In considering the epithelial responses that compensate for elevated fission rates we first validated a new 
advantaged clonal mark, KDM6A that together with STAG2 provided two gene-specific assays with 5- 
and 3-fold increased fission rates respectively. Comparing the configuration of the size and frequency of 
clones for the two genes demonstrates the different strategies by which age-related mutational burden 
can be achieved. STAG2 has the higher mutation rate and generates many relatively small clones while 
KDM6A generates fewer but larger expansions. A corollary of the exponential growth of patches as their 
size increases is that larger patches will tend to be the most recent and therefore most likely to contain 
evidence of local adaptation to accommodate new crypts. 
 
The recently recognised process of crypt fusion offers a potential mechanism to compensate for fission
19
. 
Occurring at equal rates in homeostasis they could effectively balance crypt numbers on a population 
basis
20
. In considering fusion as a mechanism to accommodate new crypts, a baseline estimate was first 












accompanying the local expansions resulting from STAG2 and KDM6A mutation was found. Conceivably 
other mutations may impact fusion to ease local packing but it does not appear necessary to do so.  
 
Multicrypt clones that form over decades populate the territory previously occupied by multiple 
independent crypts. Aiming to understand this dispersal we sought and found evidence of a diffusion-type 
process in a subset of clones. These are consistent with a recent expansion ‘caught in the act’ of being 
restored to an ambient crypt density. The behaviour captured probably reflects a passive dispersal 
mechanism rather than actual diffusion and must be accompanied by some level of stromal turnover. 
 
The diffusion coefficient defines the rate of movement of crypt domains and the size of the larger 
impacted zone that is required to absorb new crypts. Parameterising the process allows testing of the 
robustness of the tissue to deal with localised accelerated growth conferred by biased mutations. From 
this analysis the homeostatic dispersal mechanism seems able to accommodate increased fission rates 
of more than 10-fold above baseline. Even for mutations that generate higher crypt fission rates only the 
fastest growing clones would overgrow the available space. For example, around 5% of clones carrying a 
gene mutation that confers a 19-fold increase in fission rate would reach a threshold where they lack a 
stromal domain between crypts and overgrow the available space after 50 years. 
 
The actual threshold at which clonal expansions become recognisable as pathologies may be lower than 
the extreme one applied here. However, the implication remains that the distinction between 
phenotypically normal clones and those forming overt pathologies may be determined solely by a 
probabilistic process in which a recent succession of fission events overwhelms homeostatic dispersal 
mechanisms. 
 
Activating mutations of KRAS have been described in normal colonic epithelium. The revised estimate of 
a 17-fold increase for the fission rate conferred by KRAS activating mutations is higher than that 
previously inferred (10-fold) and is based on analysis of many more patients
26
. It is intriguing that 












a broad spectrum of benign and premalignant pathologies such as serrated lesions and adenomas that 




These findings have clinical significance with respect to bowel cancer screening programmes with the 
implication that clonal expansions with a high malignant potential are not all contained within visible 
lesions such as sessile serrated adenomas despite having a comparable tissue footprint. Further, it is 
known that a proportion of adenomas spontaneously regress when observed in longitudinal studies
34–36
. 
One plausible explanation for such phenomena is that these lesions first develop due to reaching the 
threshold resulting in local overcrowding but are transient because of ongoing crypt dispersal.  
 
Loss of function mutations affecting the APC tumour suppressor gene are also initiated and expanded by 
glandular fission
4–7
. Mutation of both APC and KRAS is frequent in CRCs. The two pathways are known 
to interact at the molecular level
37
. It is likely their combined activation will also synergise to further 
elevate gland fission rate and promote overgrowth as fully neoplastic CRCs develop. 
 
Obesity, a known risk factor for CRC, is known to be accompanied by increased crypt fission rate
38
. 
Furthermore, diets deficient for methyl donors are known to reduce crypt fission rates in the mouse
39
. An 
implication of the colon having the capacity to absorb many more new crypts is that modest time limited 
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Figure 1. Detection of clonal loss of KDM6A in normal human colon 
(A) Representative images of KDM6A
- 
WPC (i) and PPC (ii). (B) Top panel: Frequency plot showing age-
related behaviours of KDM6A
-
 WPC (circles, darker) and PPC (squares, lighter). Red line: regression 
analysis showing accumulation of WPC (ΔCfix: 6.04 × 10
-6
 per year) and 95% CI in grey. Bottom panel: 
PPC only on expanded y-axis. (C) Plot showing increased ratio of ΔCfix/Cpart for KDM6A (0.23, 95% CI: 
0.16–0.34) as compared to the neutral marks mPAS and MAOA (replotted from
26
). Error bars = 95% CI. 
(D) Representative image of large KDM6A
-
 multicrypt patch highlighted by dashed line. (E) KDM6A cDNA 
structure annotated with sequenced areas (yellow), mutations found in COSMIC and mutations identified 
in KDM6A
-




 patches lack significant overcrowding despite increased fission 
(A) Plot showing mean frequency of large (≥10 crypts) patches for age groups shown. (B) Histogram 
showing the frequency of different patch sizes for mPAS, MAOA, KDM6A and STAG2 across all ages. 
Inset shows patch size ≥2 crypts on expanded y-axis. (C) Dot plot of mean clone frequency plotted 
against mean average patch size for multicrypt clones in age groups shown for mPAS, MAOA, STAG2 
and KDM6A. (D) Plot showing inferred fission rate/crypt/year for KDM6A compared to mPAS, MAOA and 
STAG2 (data replotted from
26
). Error bars = 95% CI. (E) Simulation data showing the time in years taken 
for transitions between patch sizes 1-2 and 10-11 for (i) mPAS, (ii) STAG2 and (iii) KDM6A. Insets show 
10-11 transition on expanded y-axis. (F) Image showing patch selection for assessment of crypt packing 
density within KDM6A
-
 (blue) and adjacent wildtype crypts (brown). Inset indicates placement of borders 




 and adjacent wildtype 
patches comprising 10 crypts. 
 
Figure 3. Crypt fission and fusion are independently regulated processes  
(A) Schematic and representative mPAS-stained images of three types of fusion or fission forms. (B) 












one branch of intermediate fission form followed by monoclonal conversion. Hypothesis 2 (Hyp 2): fission 
of a pre-existing partially populated crypt with segregation of mutant and wild type epithelium into each 
branch, followed by monoclonal conversion. (C) Comparison of M/W event frequencies simulated for 
hypotheses described in (B) and the observed frequency. Error bars = 95% CI. (D) Bar graphs showing 
numbers of FUFI types scored for (i) mPAS, (ii) STAG2, (iii) KDM6A. (E) Representative images of FUFIs 
at patch borders: (i) KDM6A M/M FUFI, (ii) STAG2 M/W FUFI. Insets show enlarged FUFIs. (F) 
Schematic showing scoring of FUFI neighbours used for calculation of χ. (G) Dot plot showing 
neighbouring crypt status of patch border FUFIs (M/M or M/W) for mPAS, STAG2 and KDM6A. Each dot 
represents one or more FUFIs for which neighbours were scored. (H) Plot comparing the value of χ for 
mPAS, STAG2 and KDM6A. (I) Plot comparing the derived fission and fusion rates for mPAS, STAG2 
and KDM6A. mPAS and STAG2 fission rates correspond to data from
26
, replotted. Error bars = 95% CI. 
 
Figure 4. Evidence for a crypt diffusion process 
(A) Representation of the proposed crypt diffusion process. Fission generates higher local density which 
is relieved by diffusion. (B) Schematic showing crypt cross section with area of surrounding stroma 
defining a crypt domain. (C) Representation of areas measured to assess packing of mutant patch and 
surrounding crypts in rolling windows placed at different distances (r) from centroid of mutant patch. (D) 
Examples of radial variation in crypt packing in patches of 10 crypts when moving from mutant clone to 
three adjacent control groupings for (i) STAG2 (ii) KDM6A. Points are data derived, the black line (grey 
ribbon) is the median (95% CI) theoretical stromal fraction as fitted from the diffusion model. Dashed line 
shows the average of the 25 most likely trajectories from initial mutation to clone of size 10, based on 
population average diffusion and neighbourhood ambient stromal fraction. (E) As (D) but with rolling 
window data. (F) Density plot of values obtained for the diffusion coefficient in human colonic epithelium. 
(G) Representation of area of crypts affected if space is decreased by 1% or 5% surrounding a mutant 
patch of 10. (Crypt numbers not to scale). (H) Boxplot showing simulated numbers of crypts affected if 
spacing is decreased by 1% or 5% respectively by addition of a patch of 10 mutant crypts. (I) Dot plot 
showing median frequency of newly generated crypts for mPAS, MAOA, STAG2 and KDM6A across four 












corresponding to the homeostatic (WT) rate as well as those associated with STAG2, KDM6A and KRAS 
and multiples of 11 and 12 of the WT rate. Dotted line = whitespace fraction calculated from optimal 
hexagonal packing of circles. r = distance from centroid of patch in crypt domains. (K) Line graph showing 
results from simulations to calculate the cumulative probability of a clone developing into a lesion, defined 
as reaching the whitespace fraction for hexagonal packing shown in (J),  over time. Plots using the fission 
rate associated with KRAS (17x WT, none) are shown alongside those including therapeutic crypt fission 
inhibition applied for a decade either immediately after mutation acquisition (0-10), after 10 years (10-20) 







































DW.Patient.numberAge SEX num_crypts PPC WPC full fullx2 fullx3 fullx4 fullx5 fullx6 fullx7 fullx8 fullx9 fullx10 fullxmore10 tot_mut_cryptsfreq_mono freq_part
CDA_00002 59 M 2718 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CDA_00003 85 F 2411 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CDA_00016 66 F 2487 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CDA_00074 79 M 502 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CDA_00076 81 M 2251 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0.00133274 0
CDA_00080 64 M 4497 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2.22E-04 0
CDA_00087 79 F 4545 0 6 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 20 0.00132013 0
CDA_00088 41 F 5001 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2.00E-04 0
CDA_00089 82 F 2727 0 4 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0.00146681 0
CDA_00097 77 F 3988 0 7 0 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0.00175527 0
CRA_00117 73 M 14172 0 6 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 18 4.23E-04 0
CRA_00125 74 M 27784 5 13 5 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 68 4.68E-04 1.80E-04
CRA_00126 70 M 18118 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1.10E-04 0
CRA_00127 85 M 14577 0 6 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 4.12E-04 0
CRA_00128 69 F 35633 1 13 3 2 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 46 3.65E-04 2.81E-05
CRA_00129 93 M 80140 0 67 16 5 5 3 4 7 3 0 0 3 21 708 8.36E-04 0
CRA_00130 55 F 69742 1 18 11 3 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 2.58E-04 1.43E-05
CRA_00131 62 M 28254 0 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 17 1.42E-04 0
CRA_00134 64 F 35781 0 8 4 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 2.24E-04 0
CRA_00294 89 M 31996 0 13 6 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 35 4.06E-04 0
CRA_00295 85 F 16875 0 8 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 4.74E-04 0
CRA_00297 50 M 25842 1 27 5 9 6 1 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 90 0.00104481 3.87E-05
CRA_00298 76 F 51554 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 7.76E-05 0
CRA_00299 37 F 10600 1 12 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 4 193 0.00113208 9.43E-05
CRA_00300 60 F 7349 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CRA_00301 69 M 50372 1 41 9 8 4 5 3 0 3 2 0 1 6 285 8.14E-04 1.99E-05
CRA_00302 83 M 22528 0 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2.22E-04 0
CRA_00303 57 F 44802 0 16 6 1 4 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 77 3.57E-04 0
CRA_00304 60 M 29962 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 47 1.34E-04 0
CRA_00305 51 M 16097 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 13 1.86E-04 0
CRA_00306 76 F 4694 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 28 4.26E-04 0
CRA_00307 62 F 17379 0 19 8 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 69 0.00109327 0
CRA_00308 73 F 14249 1 8 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 55 5.61E-04 7.02E-05
CRA_00309 80 F 18214 0 7 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 3.84E-04 0
CRA_00312 67 M 24383 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 8.20E-05 0
CRA_00313 57 M 1465 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6.83E-04 0
CRA_00314 89 M 1911 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0.00156986 0
CRA_00315 60 F 13910 0 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 52 3.59E-04 0
CRA_00316 85 M 20167 0 31 8 7 2 6 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 219 0.00153716 0
CRA_00317 69 M 26736 12 19 9 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 4 172 7.11E-04 4.49E-04
CRA_00318 48 M 8347 0 7 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 8.39E-04 0
CRA_00347 68 M 24249 0 14 4 6 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 38 5.77E-04 0
CRA_00348 56 F 64606 0 23 9 10 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 46 3.56E-04 0
CRA_00349 37 M 31217 0 27 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 1 13 352 8.65E-04 0
CRA_00350 70 M 21979 0 15 5 3 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 6.82E-04 0
CRA_00351 68 F 27683 0 7 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 2.53E-04 0
CRA_00357 79 M 31900 0 6 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 1.88E-04 0
CRA_00358 87 F 62422 0 8 6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 14 1.28E-04 0
CRA_00359 68 M 21274 0 5 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 22 2.35E-04 0
CRA_00360 65 F 44582 0 20 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 12 421 4.49E-04 0
CRA_00361 65 F 11729 0 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 3.41E-04 0
CRA_00362 85 F 934 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CRA_00363 72 M 28745 0 18 5 3 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 67 6.26E-04 0








CRA_00365 74 F 31505 0 7 1 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 2.22E-04 0
CRA_00366 77 F 49655 0 11 3 3 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 32 2.22E-04 0
CRA_00370 69 M 127214 6 53 47 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 101 4.17E-04 4.72E-05
CRA_00371 60 F 54306 4 18 14 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 32 3.31E-04 7.37E-05
CRA_00372 81 M 64189 0 4 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 6.23E-05 0
CRA_00373 73 F 73284 0 25 5 1 4 1 3 0 2 1 2 1 5 230 3.41E-04 0
CRA_00374 84 M 54042 0 11 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 0 0 1 65 2.04E-04 0
CRA_00409 77 F 101585 0 67 22 11 8 5 7 1 1 1 1 3 7 329 6.60E-04 0
CRA_00411 90 M 19222 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5.20E-05 0
CRA_00412 68 F 29211 0 85 21 20 10 10 7 3 5 2 3 0 4 328 0.00290986 0
CRA_00413 66 F 94923 0 38 5 10 5 1 3 3 5 2 0 1 3 188 4.00E-04 0
CRA_00414 72 F 136396 1 114 45 28 12 8 6 5 4 2 0 3 1 339 8.36E-04 7.33E-06
CRA_00415 85 M 15794 1 15 10 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 31 9.50E-04 6.33E-05
CRA_00419 44 F 13200 0 5 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 33 3.79E-04 0
CRA_00428 73 F 20494 2 10 5 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 4.88E-04 9.76E-05
CRA_00429 64 M 31449 1 12 2 5 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 38 3.82E-04 3.18E-05
CRA_00430 69 M 19822 0 5 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 2.52E-04 0
CRA_00431 75 F 41676 0 22 5 3 6 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 76 5.28E-04 0
CRA_00455 82 F 36676 0 16 7 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 152 4.36E-04 0
CRA_00456 80 M 55020 0 33 11 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 7 257 6.00E-04 0
CRA_00457 80 M 11218 0 5 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 17 4.46E-04 0
CRA_00469 66 M 10658 1 8 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 45 7.51E-04 9.38E-05
CRA_00470 45 M 14544 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6.88E-05 0
CRA_00472 66 M 9128 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2.19E-04 0
CRA_00473 85 F 4766 0 4 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8.39E-04 0
CRA_00474 79 M 31804 0 23 5 5 3 3 2 0 3 0 0 0 2 164 7.23E-04 0
CRA_00476 60 F 36398 0 7 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 16 1.92E-04 0
CRA_00477 69 M 9890 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.01E-04 0
CRA_00478 83 M 10394 0 10 4 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 31 9.62E-04 0
CRA_00479 61 F 7614 0 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 14 5.25E-04 0
CRA_00480 57 M 6526 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1.53E-04 0
CRA_00481 64 M 19086 0 21 5 6 6 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 53 0.00110028 0
CRA_00483 63 M 39091 0 39 17 10 5 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 96 9.98E-04 0
CRA_00484 71 M 38494 0 4 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 10 1.04E-04 0
CRA_00485 80 M 10223 0 9 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 32 8.80E-04 0
CRA_00486 80 M 56752 0 24 8 10 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 76 4.23E-04 0
CRA_00487 52 M 33342 20 18 9 4 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 58 5.40E-04 6.00E-04
CRA_00488 79 F 14816 0 15 1 4 3 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 65 0.00101242 0
CRA_00489 79 F 16554 0 17 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 4 162 0.00102694 0
CRA_00490 38 F 17026 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5.87E-05 0
NDX_00248 36 F 238 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00252 45 F 2455 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00253 56 F 21664 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00254 82 F 5329 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00255 21 F 281 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00258 49 F 1325 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00259 84 F 19952 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00261 71 F 4761 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2.10E-04 0
NDX_00262 40 M 4410 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00263 66 F 6365 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00264 82 M 4148 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00265 58 F 1154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00324 33 F 2703 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3.70E-04 0
NDX_00326 64 F 3728 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0








NDX_00394 73 F 3284 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00403 64 M 2015 0 4 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0.00198511 0
NDX_00404 81 F/M 3427 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NDX_00405 59 M 2103 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4.76E-04 0
NDX_00406 74 M 2397 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NRA_00345 72 F 44358 0 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 29 9.02E-05 0
NRA_00346 49 F 38575 0 14 4 4 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 47 3.63E-04 0
NRA_00368 79 F 78156 6 23 14 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 2.94E-04 7.68E-05
NRA_00369 72 F 9724 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 3.09E-04 0
NRA_00416 77 F 27778 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1.08E-04 0








Block_ID section Slide_ID DW.Patient.numberAge Sex Mark Patch Type crypt x_um y_um size_um2 Total_area_um2
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 1 4580 10566 4852 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 2 4566 10660 3009 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 3 4654 10637 3369 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 4 4703 10701 3112 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 5 4716 10595 3948 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 6 4785 10562 3206 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 7 4863 10542 2589 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 8 4847 10623 3230 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 9 4865 10709 3778 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 1 mut 10 4975 10699 3094 87747
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 1 4950 10515 2297 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 2 4958 10592 2552 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 3 5055 10590 2526 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 4 5074 10677 2683 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 5 5041 10517 2709 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 6 5139 10498 3021 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 7 5174 10577 3232 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 8 5234 10512 3116 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 9 5301 10447 2775 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 2 WT 10 5187 10658 3751 84805
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 1 5333 9883 3924 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 2 5426 9886 3777 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 3 5391 9794 3266 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 4 5481 9809 3085 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 5 5515 9877 2945 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 6 5481 9949 3201 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 7 5397 9981 2845 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 8 5320 9966 2985 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 9 5276 9824 3406 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 3 WT 10 5569 9931 2577 70531
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 1 5694 10320 3495 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 2 5745 10385 3900 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 3 5826 10337 3488 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 4 5868 10411 3710 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 5 5764 10460 3760 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 6 5658 10450 4244 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 7 5642 10376 3557 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 8 5886 10496 3950 84212
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 4 WT 9 5721 10539 4600 84212








114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 1 5830 10911 2961 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 2 5865 10999 4065 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 3 5761 11008 3227 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 4 5976 11006 3787 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 5 5762 10887 2815 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 6 5702 10934 2747 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 7 5671 11003 3473 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 8 5761 11111 3019 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 9 5849 11098 3485 91602
114394 5 619028 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 5 WT 10 5938 11119 3410 91602
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 1 4453 10704 5019 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 2 4438 10797 3321 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 3 4526 10777 4054 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 4 4575 10838 3193 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 5 4584 10733 3938 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 6 4657 10700 3470 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 7 4735 10680 2890 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 8 4717 10761 3222 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 9 4738 10847 3823 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 78 mut 10 4846 10837 3219 93775
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 1 4453 10704 5019 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 2 4438 10797 3321 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 3 4526 10777 4054 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 4 4452 10608 4197 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 5 4353 10669 4289 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 6 4409 10523 2990 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 7 4311 10569 3443 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 8 4239 10648 4472 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 9 4293 10760 4218 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 79 mut3_WT7 10 4342 10827 3817 101099
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 1 4717 10761 3222 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 2 4738 10847 3823 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 3 4846 10837 3219 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 4 4706 10926 2913 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 5 4828 10922 2856 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 6 4924 10904 2862 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 7 4942 10815 2512 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 8 4828 10728 2512 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 9 4925 10726 2344 95087
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 80 mut3_WT7 10 5018 10885 4289 95087








114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 2 4735 10680 2890 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 3 4828 10728 2512 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 4 4925 10726 2344 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 5 4671 10599 4092 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 6 4788 10589 3039 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 7 4823 10652 2428 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 8 4912 10654 2495 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 9 4927 10574 3029 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 81 mut2_WT8 10 5007 10634 3227 80749
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 1 4846 10837 3219 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 2 4738 10847 3823 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 3 4706 10926 2913 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 4 4828 10922 2856 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 5 4924 10904 2862 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 6 4942 10815 2512 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 7 4925 10726 2344 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 8 4828 10728 2512 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 9 5045 10715 3368 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 82 mut2_WT8 10 5060 10796 4069 90646
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 1 4453 10704 5019 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 2 4342 10827 3817 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 3 4293 10760 4218 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 4 4353 10669 4289 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 5 4239 10648 4472 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 6 4311 10569 3443 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 7 4452 10608 4197 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 8 4409 10523 2990 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 9 4311 10478 3372 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 83 mut1_WT9 10 4218 10560 2878 101476
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 1 4846 10837 3219 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 2 4828 10922 2856 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 3 4924 10904 2862 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 4 5018 10885 4289 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 5 4942 10815 2512 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 6 5060 10796 4069 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 7 5045 10715 3368 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 8 4925 10726 2344 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 9 4828 10728 2512 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 84 mut1_WT9 10 5007 10634 3227 93945
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 1 4924 10904 2862 96402








114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 3 4942 10815 2512 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 4 5060 10796 4069 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 5 5045 10715 3368 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 6 4925 10726 2344 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 7 5007 10634 3227 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 8 5107 10650 3048 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 9 5160 10775 3053 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 85 WT 10 5215 10709 2540 96402
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 1 5060 10796 4069 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 2 5160 10775 3053 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 3 5045 10715 3368 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 4 5215 10709 2540 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 5 5107 10650 3048 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 6 5176 10585 2851 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 7 5267 10640 3507 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 8 5274 10553 2080 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 9 5350 10577 4095 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 86 WT 10 5241 10496 2686 89774
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 1 4353 10669 4289 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 2 4452 10608 4197 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 3 4311 10569 3443 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 4 4409 10523 2990 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 5 4311 10478 3372 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 6 4563 10620 5594 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 7 4511 10523 3719 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 8 4594 10481 5117 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 9 4493 10421 4063 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 87 WT 10 4397 10434 2280 98793
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 1 4594 10481 5117 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 2 4511 10523 3719 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 3 4409 10523 2990 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 4 4493 10421 4063 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 5 4397 10434 2280 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 6 4311 10478 3372 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 7 4603 10370 3862 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 8 4524 10288 3369 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 9 4446 10327 2863 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 88 WT 10 4346 10349 2860 93009
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 1 4493 10421 4063 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 2 4603 10370 3862 87959








114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 4 4446 10327 2863 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 5 4346 10349 2860 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 6 4641 10286 3418 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 7 4589 10213 2376 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 8 4507 10194 2455 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 9 4402 10192 2899 87959
114394 5 627731 CRA_00301 69 M KDM6A 89 WT 10 4393 10274 2719 87959
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 1 5174 13388 1266 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 1 5174 13388 1266 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 1 5174 13388 1266 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 2 5224 13415 1213 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 2 5224 13415 1213 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 2 5224 13415 1213 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 3 5307 13374 4564 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 3 5307 13374 4564 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 3 5307 13374 4564 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 4 5340 13442 4231 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 4 5340 13442 4231 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 4 5340 13442 4231 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 5 5277 13483 5206 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 5 5277 13483 5206 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 5 5277 13483 5206 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 6 5389 13360 3575 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 6 5389 13360 3575 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 6 5389 13360 3575 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 7 5425 13457 3308 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 7 5425 13457 3308 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 7 5425 13457 3308 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 8 5453 13385 2368 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 8 5453 13385 2368 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 8 5453 13385 2368 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 9 5428 13532 3945 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 9 5428 13532 3945 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 9 5428 13532 3945 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 10 5355 13551 4707 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 10 5355 13551 4707 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 58 mut 10 5355 13551 4707 66352
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 1 5202 13521 3127 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 1 5202 13521 3127 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 1 5202 13521 3127 64713








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 2 5279 13565 2704 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 2 5279 13565 2704 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 3 5356 13628 3739 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 3 5356 13628 3739 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 3 5356 13628 3739 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 4 5207 13598 3868 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 4 5207 13598 3868 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 4 5207 13598 3868 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 5 5280 13661 3780 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 5 5280 13661 3780 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 5 5280 13661 3780 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 6 5365 13719 3006 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 6 5365 13719 3006 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 6 5365 13719 3006 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 7 5215 13712 4228 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 7 5215 13712 4228 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 7 5215 13712 4228 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 8 5305 13749 3660 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 8 5305 13749 3660 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 8 5305 13749 3660 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 9 5140 13629 3888 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 9 5140 13629 3888 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 9 5140 13629 3888 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 10 5364 13800 2447 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 10 5364 13800 2447 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 59 WT 10 5364 13800 2447 64713
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 1 5471 13623 3490 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 1 5471 13623 3490 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 1 5471 13623 3490 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 2 5427 13673 3043 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 2 5427 13673 3043 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 2 5427 13673 3043 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 3 5428 13740 2585 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 3 5428 13740 2585 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 3 5428 13740 2585 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 4 5519 13693 2682 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 4 5519 13693 2682 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 4 5519 13693 2682 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 5 5503 13761 2866 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 5 5503 13761 2866 64602








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 6 5459 13827 4810 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 6 5459 13827 4810 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 6 5459 13827 4810 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 7 5557 13634 2159 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 7 5557 13634 2159 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 7 5557 13634 2159 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 8 5614 13685 2598 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 8 5614 13685 2598 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 8 5614 13685 2598 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 9 5612 14826 4826 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 9 5612 14826 4826 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 9 5612 14826 4826 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 10 5591 13839 4134 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 10 5591 13839 4134 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 60 WT 10 5591 13839 4134 64602
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 1 5807 13829 3450 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 1 5807 13829 3450 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 1 5807 13829 3450 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 2 5746 13785 2923 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 2 5746 13785 2923 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 2 5746 13785 2923 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 3 5743 13878 4088 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 3 5743 13878 4088 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 3 5743 13878 4088 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 4 5798 13745 1609 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 4 5798 13745 1609 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 4 5798 13745 1609 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 5 5860 13792 1807 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 5 5860 13792 1807 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 5 5860 13792 1807 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 6 5877 13729 3032 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 6 5877 13729 3032 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 6 5877 13729 3032 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 7 5807 13686 1717 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 7 5807 13686 1717 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 7 5807 13686 1717 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 8 5941 13777 2965 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 8 5941 13777 2965 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 8 5941 13777 2965 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 9 5928 13841 3809 56518








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 9 5928 13841 3809 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 10 5877 13892 3900 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 10 5877 13892 3900 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 61 WT 10 5877 13892 3900 56518
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 1 11329 6790 3052 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 1 11329 6790 3052 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 1 11329 6790 3052 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 2 11430 6795 3925 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 2 11430 6795 3925 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 2 11430 6795 3925 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 3 11380 6864 3099 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 3 11380 6864 3099 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 3 11380 6864 3099 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 4 11468 6876 2599 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 4 11468 6876 2599 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 4 11468 6876 2599 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 5 11518 6812 3250 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 5 11518 6812 3250 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 5 11518 6812 3250 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 6 11525 6918 2325 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 6 11525 6918 2325 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 6 11525 6918 2325 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 7 11420 6951 2773 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 7 11420 6951 2773 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 7 11420 6951 2773 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 8 11483 6983 1883 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 8 11483 6983 1883 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 8 11483 6983 1883 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 9 11410 7023 2142 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 9 11410 7023 2142 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 9 11410 7023 2142 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 10 11349 7057 3061 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 10 11349 7057 3061 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 62 mut 10 11349 7057 3061 62163
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 1 11638 6708 1766 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 1 11638 6708 1766 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 1 11638 6708 1766 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 2 11661 6750 1104 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 2 11661 6750 1104 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 2 11661 6750 1104 40255








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 3 11698 6783 1129 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 3 11698 6783 1129 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 4 11734 6731 2574 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 4 11734 6731 2574 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 4 11734 6731 2574 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 5 11769 6793 2039 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 5 11769 6793 2039 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 5 11769 6793 2039 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 6 11733 6846 1459 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 6 11733 6846 1459 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 6 11733 6846 1459 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 7 11667 6834 1408 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 7 11667 6834 1408 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 7 11667 6834 1408 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 8 11693 6895 1932 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 8 11693 6895 1932 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 8 11693 6895 1932 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 9 11820 6748 2826 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 9 11820 6748 2826 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 9 11820 6748 2826 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 10 11629 6882 1222 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 10 11629 6882 1222 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 63 WT 10 11629 6882 1222 40255
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 1 11278 7126 2889 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 1 11278 7126 2889 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 1 11278 7126 2889 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 2 11351 7136 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 2 11351 7136 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 2 11351 7136 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 3 11386 7201 2644 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 3 11386 7201 2644 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 3 11386 7201 2644 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 4 11291 7190 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 4 11291 7190 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 4 11291 7190 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 5 11342 7241 1013 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 5 11342 7241 1013 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 5 11342 7241 1013 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 6 11469 7232 2423 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 6 11469 7232 2423 48898








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 7 11410 7276 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 7 11410 7276 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 7 11410 7276 2121 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 8 11317 7296 2318 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 8 11317 7296 2318 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 8 11317 7296 2318 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 9 11383 7336 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 9 11383 7336 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 9 11383 7336 2308 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 10 11478 7172 1672 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 10 11478 7172 1672 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 64 WT 10 11478 7172 1672 48898
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 1 11113 6678 2405 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 1 11113 6678 2405 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 1 11113 6678 2405 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 2 11108 6745 3217 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 2 11108 6745 3217 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 2 11108 6745 3217 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 3 11023 6709 1914 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 3 11023 6709 1914 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 3 11023 6709 1914 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 4 10937 6683 2969 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 4 10937 6683 2969 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 4 10937 6683 2969 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 5 11030 6797 2669 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 5 11030 6797 2669 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 5 11030 6797 2669 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 6 10959 6760 2484 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 6 10959 6760 2484 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 6 10959 6760 2484 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 7 11174 6793 2947 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 7 11174 6793 2947 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 7 11174 6793 2947 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 8 11067 6850 2702 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 8 11067 6850 2702 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 8 11067 6850 2702 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 9 11039 6628 3220 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 9 11039 6628 3220 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 9 11039 6628 3220 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 10 11204 6704 2839 68284








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 65 WT 10 11204 6704 2839 68284
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 1 23165 20590 6384 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 1 23165 20590 6384 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 1 23165 20590 6384 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 2 23159 20512 3585 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 2 23159 20512 3585 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 2 23159 20512 3585 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 3 23047 20491 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 3 23047 20491 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 3 23047 20491 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 4 23002 20555 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 4 23002 20555 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 4 23002 20555 3703 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 5 23156 20685 3919 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 5 23156 20685 3919 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 5 23156 20685 3919 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 6 23280 20506 3294 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 6 23280 20506 3294 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 6 23280 20506 3294 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 7 23278 20590 3541 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 7 23278 20590 3541 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 7 23278 20590 3541 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 8 23395 20455 3092 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 8 23395 20455 3092 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 8 23395 20455 3092 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 9 23363 20526 1829 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 9 23363 20526 1829 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 9 23363 20526 1829 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 10 23353 20598 2685 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 10 23353 20598 2685 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 66 mut 10 23353 20598 2685 81823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 1 23084 20433 1702 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 1 23084 20433 1702 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 1 23084 20433 1702 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 2 23067 20333 1645 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 2 23067 20333 1645 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 2 23067 20333 1645 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 3 23087 20379 1744 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 3 23087 20379 1744 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 3 23087 20379 1744 62812








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 4 23181 20397 2097 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 4 23181 20397 2097 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 5 23194 20341 3784 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 5 23194 20341 3784 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 5 23194 20341 3784 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 6 23242 20419 1849 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 6 23242 20419 1849 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 6 23242 20419 1849 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 7 22978 20279 2307 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 7 22978 20279 2307 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 7 22978 20279 2307 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 8 23088 20261 4135 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 8 23088 20261 4135 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 8 23088 20261 4135 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 9 23306 20348 2203 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 9 23306 20348 2203 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 9 23306 20348 2203 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 10 23196 20463 2011 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 10 23196 20463 2011 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 67 WT 10 23196 20463 2011 62812
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 1 22887 20451 1824 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 1 22887 20451 1824 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 1 22887 20451 1824 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 2 22815 20442 2213 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 2 22815 20442 2213 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 2 22815 20442 2213 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 3 22865 20505 1675 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 3 22865 20505 1675 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 3 22865 20505 1675 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 4 22821 20556 2111 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 4 22821 20556 2111 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 4 22821 20556 2111 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 5 22946 20408 1249 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 5 22946 20408 1249 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 5 22946 20408 1249 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 6 22977 20447 1359 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 6 22977 20447 1359 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 6 22977 20447 1359 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 7 22879 20399 1641 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 7 22879 20399 1641 44630








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 8 22959 20495 1354 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 8 22959 20495 1354 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 8 22959 20495 1354 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 9 22910 20552 1877 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 9 22910 20552 1877 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 9 22910 20552 1877 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 10 22793 20509 1575 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 10 22793 20509 1575 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 68 WT 10 22793 20509 1575 44630
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 1 22979 19850 1213 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 1 22979 19850 1213 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 1 22979 19850 1213 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 2 22905 19859 1227 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 2 22905 19859 1227 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 2 22905 19859 1227 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 3 22899 19810 946 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 3 22899 19810 946 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 3 22899 19810 946 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 4 23006 19895 1531 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 4 23006 19895 1531 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 4 23006 19895 1531 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 5 22915 19900 1558 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 5 22915 19900 1558 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 5 22915 19900 1558 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 6 22963 19811 1021 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 6 22963 19811 1021 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 6 22963 19811 1021 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 7 23052 19839 1423 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 7 23052 19839 1423 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 7 23052 19839 1423 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 8 22848 19850 778 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 8 22848 19850 778 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 8 22848 19850 778 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 9 22909 19949 1461 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 9 22909 19949 1461 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 9 22909 19949 1461 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 10 22972 19957 2054 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 10 22972 19957 2054 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 69 WT 10 22972 19957 2054 36823
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 1 23363 20526 1829 60279








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 1 23363 20526 1829 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 2 23280 20506 3294 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 2 23280 20506 3294 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 2 23280 20506 3294 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 3 23395 20455 3092 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 3 23395 20455 3092 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 3 23395 20455 3092 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 5 23242 20419 1849 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 5 23242 20419 1849 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 5 23242 20419 1849 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 6 23181 20397 2097 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 6 23181 20397 2097 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 6 23181 20397 2097 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 7 23306 20348 2203 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 7 23306 20348 2203 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 7 23306 20348 2203 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 8 23194 20341 3784 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 8 23194 20341 3784 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 8 23194 20341 3784 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 9 23309 20444 2135 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 9 23309 20444 2135 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 9 23309 20444 2135 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 10 23341 20386 2280 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 10 23341 20386 2280 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 90 mut3_WT7 10 23341 20386 2280 60279
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 1 23159 20512 3585 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 1 23159 20512 3585 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 1 23159 20512 3585 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 2 23047 20491 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 2 23047 20491 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 2 23047 20491 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 3 23002 20555 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 3 23002 20555 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 3 23002 20555 3703 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 4 23196 20463 2011 49732








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 5 23084 20433 1702 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 5 23084 20433 1702 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 6 23087 20379 1744 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 6 23087 20379 1744 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 6 23087 20379 1744 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 7 22959 20495 1354 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 7 22959 20495 1354 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 7 22959 20495 1354 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 8 22977 20447 1359 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 8 22977 20447 1359 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 8 22977 20447 1359 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 9 22946 20408 1249 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 9 22946 20408 1249 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 9 22946 20408 1249 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 10 23025 20406 1378 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 10 23025 20406 1378 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 91 mut3_WT7 10 23025 20406 1378 49732
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 1 23047 20491 3703 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 1 23047 20491 3703 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 1 23047 20491 3703 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 2 23159 20512 3585 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 2 23159 20512 3585 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 2 23159 20512 3585 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 3 23196 20463 2011 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 3 23196 20463 2011 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 3 23196 20463 2011 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 4 23242 20419 1849 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 4 23242 20419 1849 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 4 23242 20419 1849 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 5 23181 20397 2097 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 5 23181 20397 2097 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 5 23181 20397 2097 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 6 23194 20341 3784 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 6 23194 20341 3784 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 6 23194 20341 3784 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 7 23084 20433 1702 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 7 23084 20433 1702 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 7 23084 20433 1702 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 8 23087 20379 1744 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 8 23087 20379 1744 58417








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 9 23025 20406 1378 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 9 23025 20406 1378 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 9 23025 20406 1378 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 10 23067 20333 1645 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 10 23067 20333 1645 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 92 mut2_WT8 10 23067 20333 1645 58417
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 1 23363 20526 1829 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 1 23363 20526 1829 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 1 23363 20526 1829 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 2 23395 20455 3092 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 2 23395 20455 3092 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 2 23395 20455 3092 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 3 23309 20444 2135 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 3 23309 20444 2135 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 3 23309 20444 2135 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 4 23341 20386 2280 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 4 23341 20386 2280 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 4 23341 20386 2280 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 5 23306 20348 2203 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 5 23306 20348 2203 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 5 23306 20348 2203 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 6 23447 20528 2350 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 6 23447 20528 2350 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 6 23447 20528 2350 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 7 23455 20469 2172 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 7 23455 20469 2172 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 7 23455 20469 2172 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 8 23487 20389 2698 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 8 23487 20389 2698 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 8 23487 20389 2698 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 9 23413 20392 1663 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 9 23413 20392 1663 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 9 23413 20392 1663 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 10 23477 20334 1192 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 10 23477 20334 1192 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 93 mut2_WT8 10 23477 20334 1192 48974
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 1 23455 20469 2172 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 1 23455 20469 2172 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 1 23455 20469 2172 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 2 23395 20455 3092 46741








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 2 23395 20455 3092 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 3 23413 20392 1663 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 3 23413 20392 1663 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 3 23413 20392 1663 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 4 23487 20389 2698 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 4 23487 20389 2698 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 4 23487 20389 2698 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 5 23477 20334 1192 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 5 23477 20334 1192 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 5 23477 20334 1192 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 6 23412 20325 1150 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 6 23412 20325 1150 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 6 23412 20325 1150 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 7 23442 20282 1818 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 7 23442 20282 1818 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 7 23442 20282 1818 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 8 23576 20373 2425 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 8 23576 20373 2425 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 8 23576 20373 2425 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 9 23535 20435 1692 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 9 23535 20435 1692 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 9 23535 20435 1692 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 10 23530 20489 2458 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 10 23530 20489 2458 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 94 mut1_WT9 10 23530 20489 2458 46741
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 1 23047 20491 3703 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 1 23047 20491 3703 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 1 23047 20491 3703 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 2 22959 20495 1354 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 2 22959 20495 1354 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 2 22959 20495 1354 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 3 22977 20447 1359 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 3 22977 20447 1359 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 3 22977 20447 1359 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 4 22946 20408 1249 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 4 22946 20408 1249 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 4 22946 20408 1249 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 5 23084 20433 1702 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 5 23084 20433 1702 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 5 23084 20433 1702 46268








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 6 23025 20406 1378 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 6 23025 20406 1378 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 7 23087 20379 1744 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 7 23087 20379 1744 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 7 23087 20379 1744 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 8 23067 20333 1645 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 8 23067 20333 1645 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 8 23067 20333 1645 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 9 22982 20357 1973 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 9 22982 20357 1973 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 9 22982 20357 1973 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 10 22914 20347 1555 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 10 22914 20347 1555 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 95 mut1_WT9 10 22914 20347 1555 46268
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 1 23530 20489 2458 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 1 23530 20489 2458 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 1 23530 20489 2458 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 2 23535 20435 1692 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 2 23535 20435 1692 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 2 23535 20435 1692 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 3 23576 20373 2425 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 3 23576 20373 2425 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 3 23576 20373 2425 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 4 23487 20389 2698 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 4 23487 20389 2698 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 4 23487 20389 2698 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 5 23477 20334 1192 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 5 23477 20334 1192 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 5 23477 20334 1192 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 6 23604 20479 2038 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 6 23604 20479 2038 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 6 23604 20479 2038 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 7 23609 20426 1150 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 7 23609 20426 1150 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 7 23609 20426 1150 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 8 23647 20384 1882 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 8 23647 20384 1882 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 8 23647 20384 1882 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 9 23661 20340 1422 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 9 23661 20340 1422 39502








99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 10 23611 20309 975 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 10 23611 20309 975 39502
99385 5 627738 CRA_00129 93 M KDM6A 96 WT 10 23611 20309 975 39502
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 1 10365 13536 6049 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 2 10447 13458 4902 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 3 10446 13580 4100 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 4 10480 13658 7397 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 5 10506 13527 5425 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 6 10588 13570 7412 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 7 10575 13457 8309 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 8 10674 13624 6974 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 9 10728 13521 6292 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 74 mut 10 10707 13444 7124 115666
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 1 10799 13360 5868 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 2 10838 13424 4917 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 3 10886 13499 6039 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 4 10938 13378 5006 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 5 10989 13443 4358 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 6 11032 13327 5026 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 7 11073 13394 3254 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 8 11095 13459 4109 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 9 11144 13355 3136 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 75 WT 10 11197 13418 3964 90126
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 1 10248 14135 5156 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 2 10338 14198 4167 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 3 10371 14295 4029 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 4 10347 14088 3906 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 5 10415 14147 4597 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 6 10436 14249 3289 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 7 10427 14030 3605 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 8 10495 14092 3700 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 9 10492 14196 3746 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 76 WT 10 10566 14161 3812 86922
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 1 11138 14236 4582 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 2 11197 14301 3819 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 3 11147 14149 3114 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 4 11230 14228 3142 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 5 11286 14292 3562 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 6 11196 14090 3265 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 7 11249 14164 2760 70144








119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 9 11270 14064 3523 70144
119329 5 627772 CRA_00316 85 M KDM6A 77 WT 10 11325 14127 3468 70144
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 1 15172 12647 4236 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 2 15243 12638 2794 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 3 15236 12713 3555 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 4 15334 12723 4508 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 5 15303 12584 2594 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 6 15364 12640 4677 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 7 15354 12502 4773 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 8 15442 12701 6021 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 9 15489 12597 4829 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 14 mut 10 15434 12536 4988 90436
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 1 15571 12602 3415 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 2 15557 12679 1971 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 3 15520 12761 4192 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 4 15642 12580 3333 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 5 15631 12688 3406 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 6 15608 12787 4792 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 7 15698 12616 3415 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 8 15695 12752 5068 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 9 15758 12674 3814 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 15 WT 10 15526 12852 4827 78663
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 1 15244 12808 4540 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 2 15330 12820 3987 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 3 15433 12809 4442 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 4 15319 12903 5765 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 5 15421 12905 5444 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 6 15197 12881 3933 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 7 15162 12816 2197 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 8 15116 12904 4409 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 9 15207 12960 4851 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 16 WT 10 15099 13005 4461 88628
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 1 15604 12318 4709 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 2 15531 12304 3603 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 3 15654 12372 4105 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 4 15678 12442 2751 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 5 15484 12375 3364 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 6 15531 12431 3896 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 7 15579 12437 2560 70389
122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 8 15610 12483 3196 70389








122238 5 642672 CRA_00349 37 M KDM6A 17 WT 10 15743 12376 3468 70389
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 1 8607 17572 4056 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 2 8671 17649 4957 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 3 8720 17747 4561 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 4 8746 17557 4058 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 5 8762 17643 3579 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 6 8788 17725 3806 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 7 8800 17508 3269 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 8 8884 17577 2994 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 9 8861 17649 5296 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 6 mut 10 8880 17742 4106 90734
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 1 9040 17447 2723 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 2 8992 17500 2924 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 3 8997 17577 2884 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 4 8974 17643 2447 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 5 9110 17575 2605 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 6 9108 17649 2799 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 7 9142 17505 3095 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 8 9201 17608 3010 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 9 9265 17531 3137 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 7 WT 10 9301 17615 2488 90760
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 1 8894 17498 2844 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 2 8864 17428 2761 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 3 8909 17378 2848 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 4 8994 17365 2848 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 5 9067 17331 2804 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 6 9195 17308 3299 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 7 9147 17223 2984 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 8 9035 17259 2243 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 9 8941 17282 2145 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 8 WT 10 8846 17309 2344 93866
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 1 8586 17201 3333 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 2 8563 17297 2747 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 3 8570 17376 2909 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 4 8650 17348 3246 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 5 8663 17271 3555 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 6 8760 17330 2439 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 7 8766 17235 3742 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 8 8697 17181 3379 94378
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 9 WT 9 8498 17243 2630 94378








119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 1 8746 17557 4058 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 2 8800 17508 3269 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 3 8884 17577 2994 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 4 8894 17498 2844 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 5 8864 17428 2761 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 6 8909 17378 2848 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 7 8846 17309 2344 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 8 8760 17330 2439 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 9 8776 17418 2577 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 97 mut3_WT7 10 8696 17446 3528 80301
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 1 8671 17649 4957 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 2 8607 17572 4056 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 3 8746 17557 4058 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 4 8696 17446 3528 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 5 8668 17526 2325 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 6 8613 17470 3686 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 7 8505 17417 3326 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 8 8460 17479 3470 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 9 8492 17559 3981 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 98 mut3_WT7 10 8532 17632 3065 88471
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 1 8746 17557 4058 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 2 8800 17508 3269 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 3 8668 17526 2325 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 4 8613 17470 3686 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 5 8696 17446 3528 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 6 8776 17418 2577 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 7 8864 17428 2761 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 8 8846 17309 2344 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 9 8760 17330 2439 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 99 mut2_WT8 10 8650 17348 3246 83280
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 1 8861 17649 5296 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 2 8884 17577 2994 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 3 8894 17498 2844 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 4 8974 17643 2447 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 5 8997 17577 2884 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 6 8992 17500 2924 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 7 9040 17447 2723 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 8 9108 17649 2799 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 9 9110 17575 2605 91253
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 100 mut2_WT8 10 9142 17505 3095 91253








119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 2 8894 17498 2844 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 3 8992 17500 2924 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 4 9040 17447 2723 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 5 8994 17365 2848 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 6 8941 17282 2145 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 7 8846 17309 2344 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 8 8776 17418 2577 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 9 8864 17428 2761 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 101 mut1_WT9 10 8909 17378 2848 79941
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 1 8607 17572 4056 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 2 8532 17632 3065 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 3 8492 17559 3981 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 4 8460 17479 3470 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 5 8505 17417 3326 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 6 8668 17526 2325 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 7 8613 17470 3686 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 8 8696 17446 3528 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 9 8650 17348 3246 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 102 mut1_WT9 10 8570 17376 2909 87180
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 1 8941 17282 2145 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 2 9035 17259 2243 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 3 8863 17212 3663 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 4 8966 17184 2900 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 5 9081 17157 2442 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 6 9011 17092 2840 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 7 8854 17117 3595 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 8 8936 17078 1827 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 9 8882 17025 2275 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 103 WT 10 8977 16988 3856 88092
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 1 8492 17559 3981 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 2 8532 17632 3065 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 3 8600 17707 4098 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 4 8495 17706 3759 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 5 8394 17591 3473 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 6 8386 17669 3334 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 7 8423 17745 3615 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 8 8548 17806 5880 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 9 8449 17833 5537 99582
119338 5 642674 CRA_00317 69 M KDM6A 104 WT 10 8339 17871 4516 99582
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 1 5055 9559 3968 77246








135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 3 5147 9563 3062 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 4 5176 9603 3915 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 5 5263 9662 5220 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 6 4977 9655 3093 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 7 5082 9693 2849 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 8 5141 9717 4270 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 9 4907 9664 3790 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 42 mut 10 5005 9746 4224 77246
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 1 5147 9486 2697 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 2 5102 9489 1892 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 3 5168 9431 1883 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 4 5085 9446 2224 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 5 5080 9371 2634 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 6 5184 9358 2947 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 7 5251 9439 2354 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 8 5259 9499 2016 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 9 5240 9379 1069 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 43 WT 10 5261 9554 1878 58519
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 1 4943 9730 1379 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 2 4869 9752 1808 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 3 4905 9805 2393 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 4 4843 9843 1611 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 5 4812 9799 2052 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 6 4799 9729 2476 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 7 4800 9670 2222 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 8 4892 9862 1869 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 9 4950 9866 3166 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 44 WT 10 4741 9802 2040 51825
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 1 4757 9856 1234 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 2 4806 9902 1923 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 3 4739 9927 2770 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 4 4685 9888 2787 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 5 4830 9956 3435 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 6 4736 10006 2520 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 7 4675 9990 2215 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 8 4610 9932 2840 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 9 4815 10043 2613 55143
135741 5 642681 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 45 WT 10 4745 10083 1839 55143
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 1 24149 4371 4521 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 2 24121 4436 3630 87888








135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 4 24074 4298 3192 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 5 23989 4355 5173 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 6 24059 4422 4022 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 7 23987 4443 4015 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 8 23891 4405 5610 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 9 23919 4268 4369 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 30 mut 10 23960 4225 3463 87888
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 1 24072 4486 1954 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 2 24013 4522 2456 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 3 23946 4494 2668 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 4 24125 4532 3040 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 5 24069 4571 3527 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 6 23981 4596 3510 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 7 23930 4548 1283 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 8 23877 4513 2584 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 9 23878 4569 3152 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 31 WT 10 23902 4624 2411 47722
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 1 24030 4650 2909 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 2 24110 4633 3518 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 3 24183 4594 2796 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 4 24188 4659 2931 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 5 24124 4718 3120 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 6 24049 4711 2958 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 7 23944 4665 1463 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 8 23939 4718 3238 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 9 24016 4772 3470 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 32 WT 10 24100 4781 2278 53572
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 1 24232 4412 3931 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 2 24198 4476 3141 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 3 24215 4539 3315 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 4 24277 4589 2501 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 5 24288 4504 2907 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 6 24322 4455 3176 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 7 24350 4540 2783 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 8 24302 4641 3632 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 9 24387 4589 2864 57970
135734 5 642686 CRA_00413 65 F KDM6A 33 WT 10 24414 4499 2824 57970
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 1 20726 20728 5700 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 2 20826 20711 2184 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 3 20854 20793 2943 91585








135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 5 20746 20820 4069 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 6 20817 20874 2243 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 7 20763 20907 2692 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 8 20934 20831 3410 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 9 21036 20677 4572 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 46 mut 10 21018 20781 3769 91585
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 1 20917 20956 1946 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 2 20847 20963 1980 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 3 20847 21054 3138 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 4 20909 21057 3021 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 5 20973 21044 2510 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 6 21033 21005 2824 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 7 20946 21139 3532 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 8 21017 21121 2157 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 9 21083 21105 2157 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 47 WT 10 20966 20908 2049 70955
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 1 21145 21296 1519 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 2 21079 21308 3029 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 3 21115 21381 3241 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 4 21185 21350 1401 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 5 21045 21367 2298 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 6 21958 21427 2447 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 7 21130 21467 2386 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 8 21188 21466 2324 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 9 21207 21406 1271 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 48 WT 10 21258 21451 2039 54125
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 1 20889 21281 3646 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 2 20857 21196 3146 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 3 20925 21199 1893 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 4 20987 21287 2257 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 5 20956 21356 2395 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 6 20793 21250 2504 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 7 20781 21315 2343 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 8 20872 21355 2757 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 9 20825 21412 3774 75971
135743 5 642688 CRA_00414 72 F KDM6A 49 WT 10 21014 21219 2539 75971
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 1 10207 16195 13586 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 2 10054 16195 5846 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 3 10090 16281 6626 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 4 9979 16149 4883 122484








124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 6 9979 16283 5228 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 7 9877 16285 4690 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 8 9816 16378 7669 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 9 10079 16360 6728 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 18 mut 10 9996 16411 6860 122484
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 1 10100 16098 5098 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 2 10026 16026 4778 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 3 9952 16064 4109 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 4 9863 16116 5723 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 5 9957 15963 3675 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 6 9854 15996 6210 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 7 9767 16042 6287 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 8 9795 16207 4602 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 9 9698 16126 7838 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 19 WT 10 9846 15904 3442 114340
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 1 9746 15864 3906 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 2 9711 15932 4475 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 3 9636 15977 5921 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 4 9560 16033 5102 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 5 9789 15810 4191 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 6 9633 15821 4800 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 7 9576 15859 4165 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 8 9513 15912 4223 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 9 9428 15982 5119 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 20 WT 10 9529 15770 4483 105659
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 1 9468 15818 3574 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 2 9386 15876 5145 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 3 9317 15938 3561 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 4 9274 16024 4626 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 5 9325 15796 4996 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 6 9233 15848 5718 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 7 9175 15950 5823 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 8 9223 15719 3621 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 9 9146 15782 5329 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 21 WT 10 9369 15718 6481 118338
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 1 10090 16281 6626 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 2 10054 16195 5846 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 3 10207 16195 13586 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 4 10100 16098 5098 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 5 10232 16356 11102 143289








124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 7 10425 16219 4100 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 8 10327 16144 7125 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 9 10273 16045 7158 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 105 mut3_WT7 10 10424 16087 5794 143289
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 1 9877 16285 4690 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 2 9914 16207 4807 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 3 9979 16149 4883 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 4 9795 16207 4602 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 5 9863 16116 5723 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 6 9952 16064 4109 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 7 10026 16026 4778 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 8 9698 16126 7838 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 9 9767 16042 6287 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 106 mut3_WT7 10 9854 15996 6210 114032
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 1 10090 16281 6626 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 2 10207 16195 13586 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 3 10232 16356 11102 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 4 10325 16276 6671 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 5 10425 16219 4100 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 6 10327 16144 7125 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 7 10424 16087 5794 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 8 10423 16291 2300 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 9 10516 16280 6346 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 107 mut2_WT8 10 10580 16213 2833 137588
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 1 9914 16207 4807 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 2 9979 16149 4883 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 3 9863 16116 5723 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 4 9952 16064 4109 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 5 10026 16026 4778 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 6 9854 15996 6210 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 7 9767 16042 6287 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 8 9957 15963 3675 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 9 9846 15904 3442 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 108 mut2_WT8 10 10039 15918 3811 99172
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 1 9914 16207 4807 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 2 9795 16207 4602 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 3 9698 16126 7838 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 4 9863 16116 5723 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 5 9952 16064 4109 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 6 9767 16042 6287 114828








124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 8 9846 15904 3442 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 9 9711 15932 4475 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 109 mut1_WT9 10 9636 15977 5921 114828
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 1 10207 16195 13586 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 2 10325 16276 6671 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 3 10425 16219 4100 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 4 10327 16144 7125 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 5 10424 16087 5794 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 6 10273 16045 7158 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 7 10351 15971 6177 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 8 10477 16002 3531 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 9 10520 16140 4792 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 110 mut1_WT9 10 10575 16056 2146 131958
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 1 10273 16045 7158 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 2 10424 16087 5794 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 3 10520 16140 4792 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 4 10575 16056 2146 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 5 10477 16002 3531 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 6 10351 15971 6177 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 7 10379 15891 5636 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 8 10477 15863 7201 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 9 10563 15953 5348 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 111 WT 10 10669 15997 5411 124660
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 1 10580 16213 2833 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 2 10516 16280 6346 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 3 10650 16304 8840 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 4 10561 16392 7733 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 5 10403 16377 6263 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 6 10481 16419 2694 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 7 10345 16478 10505 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 8 10466 16489 2990 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 9 10564 16504 4462 132312
124378 5 642712 CRA_00363 72 M KDM6A 112 WT 10 10675 16482 7376 132312
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 1 6745 20581 5586 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 2 6821 20640 5736 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 3 6869 20736 7091 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 4 6744 20739 7513 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 5 6661 20651 6585 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 6 6823 20822 5091 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 7 6979 20754 8067 119334








128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 9 6684 20847 5444 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 38 mut 10 6826 20927 5228 119334
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 1 6596 20561 3483 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 2 6672 20519 4730 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 3 6520 20608 3360 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 4 6622 20436 3438 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 5 6553 20484 2645 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 6 6485 20510 1903 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 7 6432 20544 2270 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 8 6454 20616 2411 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 9 6371 20518 2909 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 39 WT 10 6366 20630 2354 69696
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 1 6783 20480 3921 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 2 6717 20433 2777 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 3 6685 20354 3224 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 4 6780 20355 5197 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 5 6858 20414 4735 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 6 6856 20532 3439 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 7 6916 20479 2823 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 8 6892 20322 3830 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 9 6833 20259 4251 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 40 WT 10 6738 20261 4010 82276
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 1 6654 20100 3420 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 2 6570 20107 2307 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 3 6621 20021 2587 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 4 6617 20192 3393 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 5 6549 20200 2253 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 6 6718 20142 3457 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 7 6518 20069 2321 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 8 6561 19997 2283 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 9 6495 20161 1924 65748
128365 5 657521 CRA_00409 77 F KDM6A 41 WT 10 6454 20108 2959 65748
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 1 2258 5397 4901 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 2 2192 5360 3827 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 3 2097 5350 5809 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 4 2104 5450 5319 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 5 2007 5359 5985 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 6 2031 5458 3096 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 7 1953 5436 5941 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 8 1969 5531 5826 80220








116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 10 mut 10 2159 5543 6535 80220
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 1 1875 5453 3755 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 2 1883 5550 4230 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 3 1814 5497 4630 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 4 1812 5604 3837 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 5 1887 5615 1968 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 6 1972 5631 4786 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 7 1917 5688 4731 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 8 1837 5695 3567 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 9 1746 5649 3484 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 11 WT 10 1742 5560 4110 68612
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 1 1838 5786 4429 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 2 1914 5765 3800 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 3 2007 5742 4329 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 4 1961 5825 3837 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 5 1870 5862 3523 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 6 1937 5877 3802 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 7 2048 5822 3988 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 8 2029 5899 4995 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 9 1954 5965 4498 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 12 WT 10 2046 5982 4231 66588
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 1 1813 7593 3340 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 2 1911 7612 5219 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 3 1874 7680 4286 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 4 1787 7662 2867 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 5 1787 7750 4720 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 6 1866 7768 3680 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 7 1949 7742 4118 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 8 1938 7830 4295 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 9 1858 7847 3722 73794
116307 7 674358 CRA_00303 57 F KDM6A 13 WT 10 1765 7842 4712 73794
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 1 6577 13917 7759 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 2 6669 14005 7321 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 3 6567 14084 8259 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 4 6457 13981 11331 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 5 6281 13873 6884 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 6 6177 13940 9820 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 7 6245 14025 8468 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 8 6320 14045 8392 149975
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 22 mut 9 6412 14118 10213 149975








121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 1 6391 13883 8615 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 2 6485 13811 9704 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 3 6322 13764 9583 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 4 6510 13696 7906 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 5 6400 13673 7628 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 6 6252 13661 8190 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 7 6181 13769 5329 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 8 6486 13552 8427 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 9 6371 13563 9230 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 23 WT 10 6210 13573 5690 147226
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 1 6240 14175 7583 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 2 6315 14204 6348 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 3 6254 14327 7322 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 4 6139 14275 5481 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 5 6031 14231 5308 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 6 6148 14148 5075 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 7 6049 14385 5857 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 8 6166 14409 5457 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 9 6341 14417 8561 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 24 WT 10 6013 14138 5736 141293
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 1 6110 13854 5338 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 2 6037 13964 5280 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 3 5988 13870 6004 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 4 5957 14054 5813 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 5 5892 13972 6319 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 6 5837 13874 6191 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 7 5940 13785 5396 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 8 6102 14063 4548 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 9 6073 13741 4824 130642
121505 6 676354 NRA_00346 49 F KDM6A 25 WT 10 6007 13662 5756 130642
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 1 8021 9047 4223 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 2 8147 9097 3451 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 3 8043 9142 4213 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 4 7964 9191 4872 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 5 8202 9169 4169 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 6 8111 9242 2721 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 7 8260 9227 3102 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 8 8114 9322 4163 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 9 8360 9205 3948 110336
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 26 mut 10 8218 9307 6197 110336








123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 2 8294 9384 2807 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 3 8391 9355 2678 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 4 8206 9397 2939 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 5 8464 9295 2922 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 6 8486 9389 2892 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 7 8368 9430 2909 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 8 8304 9473 3297 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 9 8388 9514 2760 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 27 WT 10 8479 9470 2509 75920
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 1 7916 9071 2071 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 2 7817 9122 2633 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 3 7871 9206 2680 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 4 7776 9170 1705 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 5 7866 9274 3334 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 6 7754 9268 3140 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 7 7724 9195 1825 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 8 7698 9123 2361 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 9 7761 9057 2185 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 28 WT 10 7672 9044 2732 80458
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 1 8025 9253 1778 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 2 7976 9300 3424 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 3 7954 9369 5457 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 4 8058 9376 2608 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 5 7979 9442 3056 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 6 7884 9439 2405 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 7 8085 9442 2954 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 8 8036 9491 1991 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 9 7924 9507 2716 72079
123488 6 676367 CRA_00359 69 M KDM6A 29 WT 10 8129 9517 2754 72079
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 1 12016 9953 5071 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 2 11982 9882 4301 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 3 11881 9868 2147 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 4 11896 9936 2642 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 5 11917 10023 3654 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 6 11808 9877 1810 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 7 11816 9951 1852 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 8 11848 10019 2983 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 9 11728 9951 2961 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 50 mut 10 11738 10040 4918 78463
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 1 11748 9816 2274 73128








157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 3 11626 9876 1870 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 4 11630 9953 1810 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 5 11757 9740 2817 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 6 11656 9768 2186 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 7 11591 9813 1745 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 8 11552 9925 5305 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 9 11508 9805 2963 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 51 WT 10 11847 9803 2273 73128
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 1 11650 10053 3948 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 2 11577 10035 2646 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 3 11513 10015 2344 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 4 11425 10003 3508 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 5 11452 10101 5080 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 6 11568 10133 5594 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 7 11660 10157 3445 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 8 11465 10206 5269 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 9 11572 10231 3109 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 52 WT 10 11666 10252 3493 89450
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 1 11394 10266 3817 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 2 11500 10300 2770 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 3 11586 10326 3289 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 4 11456 10363 4387 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 5 11365 10373 4735 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 6 11526 10431 4233 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 7 11611 10432 3879 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 8 11462 10482 3621 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 9 11380 10463 3371 86162
157463 5 679221 CRA_00478 83 M KDM6A 53 WT 10 11558 10532 3166 86162
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 1 18431 12266 5641 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 2 18314 12435 4811 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 3 18203 13425 6062 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 4 18104 12529 4136 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 5 18245 12553 3671 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 6 18370 12561 3837 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 7 18168 12615 3073 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 8 18077 12642 3066 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 9 18120 12725 2526 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 70 mut 10 18272 12672 3552 149278
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 1 18707 12455 5624 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 2 18609 12558 3654 148873








171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 4 18565 12713 2251 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 5 18472 12728 4060 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 6 18365 12718 3540 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 7 18361 12801 2341 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 8 18479 12832 1956 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 9 18679 12706 5319 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 71 WT 10 18570 12878 2826 148873
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 1 18143 11883 4487 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 2 18065 12034 3036 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 3 17978 11999 3391 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 4 18074 12146 5311 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 5 17955 12110 2947 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 6 17918 12214 4608 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 7 17816 12195 5173 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 8 17863 12048 3309 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 9 21182 11959 3470 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 72 WT 10 18189 12060 3627 130829
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 1 18023 11230 4269 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 2 17887 11342 3264 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 3 17776 11386 3879 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 4 17873 11471 3407 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 5 17789 11523 2974 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 6 17665 11482 4409 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 7 17677 11598 3622 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 8 17828 11616 2922 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 9 17734 11705 6124 151093
171027 12 685082 CRA_00489 79 F KDM6A 73 WT 10 17989 11379 3535 151093
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 1 17984 11157 7982 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 2 18056 11071 4525 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 3 18134 11010 4915 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 4 18152 11105 4629 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 5 18164 11186 4661 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 6 18068 11206 3567 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 7 18091 11288 3774 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 8 18005 11369 6035 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 9 17971 11285 5374 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 54 mut 10 17873 11237 6657 110312
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 1 18207 11275 5583 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 2 18308 11271 5173 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 3 18242 11370 3897 102662








171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 5 18171 11445 4088 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 6 18364 11369 4029 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 7 18315 11452 3869 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 8 18223 11517 5019 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 9 18397 11289 3013 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 55 WT 10 18472 11368 5124 102662
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 1 18432 10984 4241 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 2 18329 11052 6113 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 3 18430 11086 4033 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 4 18375 11181 5065 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 5 18256 11144 5610 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 6 18507 11143 4862 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 7 18529 11037 3184 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 8 18600 11116 4052 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 9 18536 10939 3648 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 56 WT 10 18613 10995 4357 104342
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 1 18073 11447 3968 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 2 18083 11528 3723 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 3 17970 11458 4192 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 4 19993 11547 5628 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 5 17896 11531 4653 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 6 17983 11623 3053 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 7 18048 11644 3551 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 8 18122 11607 5000 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 9 18164 11679 3368 80778
171018 12 685100 CRA_00485 80 M KDM6A 57 WT 10 17883 11613 3949 80778
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 1 10877 13994 4460 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 2 10828 14079 3447 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 3 10883 14176 5997 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 4 10960 14127 4482 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 5 10987 14050 4833 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 6 11084 14099 5420 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 7 11109 14186 4733 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 8 11019 14215 6324 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 9 10979 14328 11265 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 34 mut 10 11192 14306 12179 147745
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 1 10627 14135 12217 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 2 10592 13995 4854 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 3 10723 14054 6463 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 4 10689 13952 3942 146045








126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 6 10778 13924 6498 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 7 10700 13837 6400 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 8 10550 13890 2640 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 9 10605 13819 3956 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 35 WT 10 10879 13844 8450 146045
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 1 12055 14089 11517 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 2 12192 14052 10628 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 3 12102 13949 9413 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 4 12325 14095 7009 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 5 11918 13973 7340 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 6 11926 14065 4853 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 7 11913 14179 5510 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 8 11820 14073 7025 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 9 12075 14223 4167 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 36 WT 10 12200 14191 9068 176458
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 1 10228 13074 8202 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 2 10169 12988 6773 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 3 10075 13057 9143 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 4 10281 13177 8462 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 5 10138 13175 7005 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 6 10031 13136 6376 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 7 10380 13101 6620 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 8 10287 12964 8367 136948
126462 6 685252 CRA_00373 73 F KDM6A 37 WT 9 10386 13011 8156 136948








DW.Patient.numberNCrypts NMutantCryptsAge Sex WT_Fufi Mut_Fufi Mut_Fufi_fracWT_Fufi_frac Total_Fufi_fracmark
CDA_00016 2483 2 66 F 7 0 0 0.00282144 0.00281917 KDM6A
CDA_00076 2239 6 81 M 6 1 0.16666667 0.00268697 0.0031264 KDM6A
CDA_00080 4443 1 64 M 12 0 0 0.00270149 0.00270088 KDM6A
CDA_00087 4488 23 79 F 28 0 0 0.006271 0.00623886 KDM6A
CDA_00088 4876 4 41 F 1 0 0 2.05E-04 2.05E-04 KDM6A
CDA_00089 2673 15 82 F 0 0 0 0 0 KDM6A
CDA_00097 3936 30 77 F 4 0 0 0.00102407 0.00101626 KDM6A
CRA_00117 13969 21 73 M 34 1 0.04761905 0.00243763 0.00250555 KDM6A
CRA_00125 10479 49 75 M 13 0 0 0.0012464 0.00124058 KDM6A
CRA_00126 5728 2 70 M 5 0 0 8.73E-04 8.73E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00127 14337 25 85 M 12 0 0 8.38E-04 8.37E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00128 14655 31 70 F 3 0 0 2.05E-04 2.05E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00129 68371 512 93 M 89 0 0 0.00131154 0.00130172 KDM6A
CRA_00130 106674 54 55 F 139 1 0.01851852 0.0013037 0.00131241 KDM6A
CRA_00131 28222 79 62 M 25 0 0 8.88E-04 8.86E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00134 49684 34 64 F 134 0 0 0.00269889 0.00269705 KDM6A
CRA_00294 3020 4 89 M 35 0 0 0.01160477 0.0115894 KDM6A
CRA_00295 9718 4 85 F 12 0 0 0.00123533 0.00123482 KDM6A
CRA_00297 25757 112 50 M 275 8 0.07142857 0.01072334 0.0109873 KDM6A
CRA_00298 17175 1 76 F 20 0 0 0.00116455 0.00116448 KDM6A
CRA_00299 506 21 37 F 1 2 0.0952381 0.00206186 0.00592885 KDM6A
CRA_00300 20583 10 60 F 1 0 0 4.86E-05 4.86E-05 KDM6A
CRA_00301 50018 248 69 M 18 1 0.00403226 3.62E-04 3.80E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00302 56770 33 83 M 167 0 0 0.00294341 0.00294169 KDM6A
CRA_00303 141360 335 57 F 51 0 0 3.62E-04 3.61E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00304 68797 68 60 M 105 0 0 0.00152774 0.00152623 KDM6A
CRA_00305 13187 32 51 M 58 1 0.03125 0.00440897 0.0044741 KDM6A
CRA_00306 4620 29 76 F 19 1 0.03448276 0.00413853 0.004329 KDM6A
CRA_00307 33595 112 62 F 9 1 0.00892857 2.69E-04 2.98E-04 KDM6A








CRA_00309 12864 10 80 F 137 0 0 0.01065816 0.01064988 KDM6A
CRA_00311 4477 6 62 M 83 0 0 0.01856408 0.0185392 KDM6A
CRA_00312 32449 10 67 M 102 1 0.1 0.00314436 0.00317421 KDM6A
CRA_00313 1425 3 57 M 1 0 0 7.03E-04 7.02E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00314 7043 13 89 M 4 0 0 5.69E-04 5.68E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00315 9209 52 60 F 60 0 0 0.00655236 0.00651537 KDM6A
CRA_00316 20166 242 85 M 92 1 0.00413223 0.00461755 0.00461172 KDM6A
CRA_00317 26112 204 69 M 12 1 0.00490196 4.63E-04 4.98E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00318 8123 16 48 M 3 0 0 3.70E-04 3.69E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00348 7851 12 56 F 0 1 0.08333333 0 1.27E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00349 30220 353 37 M 17 1 0.00283286 5.69E-04 5.96E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00350 21396 50 70 M 11 0 0 5.15E-04 5.14E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00351 27495 15 68 F 14 0 0 5.09E-04 5.09E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00357 31766 21 79 M 435 0 0 0.01370295 0.01369389 KDM6A
CRA_00360 29773 377 65 F 1 1 0.00265252 3.40E-05 6.72E-05 KDM6A
CRA_00361 20941 6 65 F 30 0 0 0.00143301 0.0014326 KDM6A
CRA_00363 28745 80 72 M 28 1 0.0125 9.77E-04 0.00100887 KDM6A
CRA_00364 34141 169 74 M 105 5 0.0295858 0.00309078 0.00322193 KDM6A
CRA_00365 32482 38 74 F 32 0 0 9.86E-04 9.85E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00366 49654 53 77 F 118 0 0 0.00237898 0.00237644 KDM6A
CRA_00374 12091 12 84 M 64 0 0 0.00529845 0.00529319 KDM6A
CRA_00409 26611 116 77 F 6 0 0 2.26E-04 2.25E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00412 29293 392 68 F 106 3 0.00765306 0.00366769 0.00372103 KDM6A
CRA_00413 107432 224 65 F 547 12 0.05357143 0.00510223 0.00520329 KDM6A
CRA_00414 135100 408 72 F 40 0 0 2.97E-04 2.96E-04 KDM6A
CRA_00415 15665 36 85 M 230 2 0.05555556 0.01471623 0.01481009 KDM6A
CRA_00419 13131 37 46 F 834 5 0.13513514 0.06369329 0.0638946 KDM6A
CRA_00427 4159 19 67 F 185 1 0.05263158 0.04468599 0.04472229 KDM6A
CRA_00428 17802 56 73 F 82 0 0 0.00462076 0.00460622 KDM6A
CRA_00429 31372 48 63 M 32 1 0.02083333 0.00102158 0.00105189 KDM6A








CRA_00431 32878 108 75 F 170 0 0 0.00518767 0.00517063 KDM6A
CRA_00469 10551 51 66 M 94 4 0.07843137 0.00895238 0.00928822 KDM6A
CRA_00473 4683 12 85 F 9 1 0.08333333 0.00192678 0.00213538 KDM6A
CRA_00479 7614 19 61 F 1 1 0.05263158 1.32E-04 2.63E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00247 5155 5 85 F 1 0 0 1.94E-04 1.94E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00252 2340 2 45 F 0 0 0 0 0 KDM6A
NDX_00253 17704 9 56 F 55 0 0 0.00310822 0.00310664 KDM6A
NDX_00254 5252 1 82 F 28 0 0 0.00533232 0.0053313 KDM6A
NDX_00258 1312 0 49 F 0 0 0 0 0 KDM6A
NDX_00260 2258 1 53 M 39 0 0 0.01727957 0.01727192 KDM6A
NDX_00261 3060 2 71 F 1 0 0 3.27E-04 3.27E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00263 1461 0 66 F 1 0 0 6.84E-04 6.84E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00264 1413 0 82 M 8 0 0 0.00566171 0.00566171 KDM6A
NDX_00265 441 8 58 F 1 0 0 0.00230947 0.00226757 KDM6A
NDX_00266 717 0 13 M 0 0 0 0 0 KDM6A
NDX_00324 2692 1 33 F 5 0 0 0.00185805 0.00185736 KDM6A
NDX_00327 5121 0 69 M 3 0 0 5.86E-04 5.86E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00369 2375 7 68 F 9 0 0 0.00380068 0.00378947 KDM6A
NDX_00391 6249 1 0 F 6 1 1 9.60E-04 0.00112018 KDM6A
NDX_00393 4460 1 78 M 56 0 0 0.01255887 0.01255605 KDM6A
NDX_00394 3248 6 73 F 21 0 0 0.00647748 0.00646552 KDM6A
NDX_00398 5210 1 59 M 5 0 0 9.60E-04 9.60E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00403 3008 10 64 M 3 0 0 0.00100067 9.97E-04 KDM6A
NDX_00405 3836 7 59 M 4 0 0 0.00104466 0.00104275 KDM6A
NDX_00406 2362 0 74 M 4 0 0 0.00169348 0.00169348 KDM6A
NDX_00407 928 2 71 M 0 0 0 0 0 KDM6A
NRA_00346 6657 9 49 F 25 1 0.11111111 0.00376053 0.00390566 KDM6A
NRA_00368 14173 10 79 F 455 2 0.2 0.03212596 0.03224441 KDM6A
NRA_00369 6809 24 72 F 23 0 0 0.00338983 0.00337788 KDM6A
NRA_00416 18371 11 77 F 505 0 0 0.02750545 0.02748898 KDM6A








CRA_00121 4430 8 60 M 27 0 0 0.00610583 0.00609481 STAG2
CRA_00125 27820 101 75 M 71 0 0 0.00256142 0.00255212 STAG2
CRA_00126 41925 21 70 M 286 0 0 0.00682512 0.00682171 STAG2
CRA_00127 20731 72 85 M 12 1 0.01388889 5.81E-04 6.27E-04 STAG2
CRA_00128 62251 542 70 F 229 4 0.00738007 0.00371097 0.00374291 STAG2
CRA_00129 134491 647 93 M 350 1 0.0015456 0.00261498 0.00260984 STAG2
CRA_00130 86970 150 55 F 251 2 0.01333333 0.00289104 0.00290905 STAG2
CRA_00131 106938 139 62 M 178 0 0 0.00166668 0.00166452 STAG2
CRA_00132 28191 170 74 M 122 1 0.00588235 0.00435388 0.00436309 STAG2
CRA_00133 40703 271 68 F 44 3 0.01107011 0.00108825 0.00115471 STAG2
CRA_00134 61278 58 64 F 273 1 0.01724138 0.00445933 0.00447143 STAG2
CRA_00183 18412 3 69 M 25 0 0 0.00135803 0.00135781 STAG2
CRA_00184 94914 450 64 F 212 0 0 0.00224424 0.0022336 STAG2
CRA_00294 44394 82 89 M 659 3 0.03658537 0.01487182 0.01491193 STAG2
CRA_00295 54981 185 85 F 206 1 0.00540541 0.0037594 0.00376494 STAG2
CRA_00302 96834 205 83 M 189 0 0 0.00195593 0.00195179 STAG2
CRA_00303 113511 312 57 F 73 0 0 6.45E-04 6.43E-04 STAG2
CRA_00304 75238 90 60 M 208 0 0 0.00276787 0.00276456 STAG2
CRA_00305 80722 199 51 M 490 4 0.0201005 0.00608522 0.00611977 STAG2
CRA_00307 60587 564 62 F 17 0 0 2.83E-04 2.81E-04 STAG2
CRA_00308 92564 375 73 F 33 1 0.00266667 3.58E-04 3.67E-04 STAG2
CRA_00309 93690 1165 80 F 633 23 0.01974249 0.00684139 0.00700181 STAG2
CRA_00310 72304 475 78 F 48 2 0.00421053 6.68E-04 6.92E-04 STAG2
CRA_00311 21234 177 62 M 86 0 0 0.00408415 0.00405011 STAG2
CRA_00312 96870 265 67 M 377 1 0.00377358 0.00390249 0.00390214 STAG2
CRA_00313 5442 44 57 M 7 1 0.02272727 0.00129678 0.00147005 STAG2
CRA_00314 8285 11 89 M 17 0 0 0.00205463 0.0020519 STAG2
CRA_00315 130326 970 60 F 2553 21 0.02164948 0.01973623 0.01975047 STAG2
CRA_00316 96543 187 85 M 134 1 0.00534759 0.00139068 0.00139834 STAG2
CRA_00317 87989 115 69 M 125 1 0.00869565 0.00142249 0.001432 STAG2








CRA_00347 15096 21 68 M 8 0 0 5.31E-04 5.30E-04 STAG2
CRA_00349 74441 90 37 M 144 0 0 0.00193676 0.00193442 STAG2
CRA_00350 103506 149 70 M 111 1 0.00671141 0.00107395 0.00108206 STAG2
CRA_00351 96731 380 68 F 152 1 0.00263158 0.00157757 0.00158171 STAG2
CRA_00353 171436 1244 83 F 889 8 0.00643087 0.00522351 0.00523227 STAG2
CRA_00354 126171 915 83 F 1544 11 0.01202186 0.01232675 0.01232454 STAG2
CRA_00355 134996 640 65 F 112 0 0 8.34E-04 8.30E-04 STAG2
CRA_00357 117291 142 79 M 2302 3 0.02112676 0.01965019 0.01965198 STAG2
CRA_00362 61537 221 85 F 51 0 0 8.32E-04 8.29E-04 STAG2
CRA_00366 116012 1751 77 F 175 15 0.00856653 0.00153158 0.00163776 STAG2
CRA_00367 129267 1096 82 M 473 16 0.01459854 0.00369038 0.00378287 STAG2
CRA_00371 83682 79 60 F 1337 1 0.01265823 0.01599225 0.0159891 STAG2
CRA_00372 82650 282 81 M 2861 22 0.07801418 0.03473436 0.03488203 STAG2
CRA_00373 57549 780 73 F 295 3 0.00384615 0.0051965 0.0051782 STAG2
CRA_00374 111586 281 84 M 716 3 0.01067616 0.00643277 0.00644346 STAG2
CRA_00409 122761 1174 77 F 46 2 0.00170358 3.78E-04 3.91E-04 STAG2
CRA_00410 87852 428 55 F 4259 9 0.02102804 0.0487166 0.04858171 STAG2
CRA_00411 166506 838 90 M 64 0 0 3.86E-04 3.84E-04 STAG2
NDA_00123 889 5 42 M 1 0 0 0.00113122 0.00112486 STAG2
NDA_00124 840 13 60 M 1 0 0 0.00120919 0.00119048 STAG2
NDX_00245 2573 20 81 M 4 0 0 0.00156678 0.00155461 STAG2
NDX_00252 2238 4 45 F 3 0 0 0.00134288 0.00134048 STAG2
CDA_00031 3331 2 79 M 2 0 0 6.01E-04 6.00E-04 mPAS
CDA_00035 4703 1 69 M 43 0 0 0.00914504 0.0091431 mPAS
CDA_00039 2113 1 84 M 15 0 0 0.00710227 0.00709891 mPAS
CDA_00048 4240 1 77 M 11 0 0 0.00259495 0.00259434 mPAS
CDA_00050 715 2 73 M 3 0 0 0.00420757 0.0041958 mPAS
CDA_00052 4654 2 85 M 25 0 0 0.00537403 0.00537172 mPAS
CDA_00061 2732 2 73 M 8 0 0 0.0029304 0.00292826 mPAS
CDA_00064 3283 2 52 F 7 0 0 0.0021335 0.0021322 mPAS








CDA_00067 2530 1 88 F 15 0 0 0.0059312 0.00592885 mPAS
CDA_00068 1708 0 81 F 0 0 0 0 0 mPAS
CDA_00071 2669 1 62 F 26 0 0 0.00974513 0.00974148 mPAS
CDA_00078 1233 1 43 M 0 0 0 0 0 mPAS
CDA_00082 4819 0 76 F 34 0 0 0.00705541 0.00705541 mPAS
CDA_00083 553 1 61 M 0 0 0 0 0 mPAS
CDA_00084 2029 1 45 F 3 0 0 0.00147929 0.00147856 mPAS
CDA_00089 2722 3 82 F 8 0 0 0.00294226 0.00293902 mPAS
CDA_00090 2562 3 72 M 6 0 0 0.00234467 0.00234192 mPAS
CDA_00095 1449 2 81 F 28 1 0.5 0.01935038 0.0200138 mPAS
CDA_00096 3022 1 80 F 18 0 0 0.00595829 0.00595632 mPAS
CDA_00097 5569 4 77 F 19 0 0 0.0034142 0.00341174 mPAS
CDA_00100 2608 2 66 M 0 0 0 0 0 mPAS
CDA_00107 1880 6 84 F 4 0 0 0.00213447 0.00212766 mPAS
CDA_00112 2071 0 33 M 8 0 0 0.00386287 0.00386287 mPAS
CDA_00115 3212 11 53 M 33 0 0 0.01030928 0.01027397 mPAS
CRA_00296 27094 13 50 M 63 0 0 0.00232635 0.00232524 mPAS
CRA_00297 26941 69 50 M 295 1 0.01449275 0.01097797 0.01098697 mPAS
CRA_00298 33453 2 76 F 124 1 0.5 0.00370691 0.00373659 mPAS
CRA_00302 97154 87 83 M 174 0 0 0.00179258 0.00179097 mPAS
CRA_00305 63642 40 51 M 369 1 0.025 0.0058017 0.00581377 mPAS
CRA_00307 58392 41 62 F 16 0 0 2.74E-04 2.74E-04 mPAS
CRA_00308 92500 53 73 F 46 1 0.01886792 4.98E-04 5.08E-04 mPAS
CRA_00314 16390 6 89 M 23 0 0 0.00140381 0.00140329 mPAS
CRA_00316 71828 201 85 M 144 1 0.00497512 0.00201042 0.00201871 mPAS
CRA_00317 16750 0 69 M 64 0 0 0.0038209 0.0038209 mPAS
CRA_00351 103333 180 68 F 203 1 0.00555556 0.00196795 0.0019742 mPAS
CRA_00354 127503 66 83 F 1553 0 0 0.01218641 0.01218011 mPAS
CRA_00355 96090 106 65 F 88 1 0.00943396 9.17E-04 9.26E-04 mPAS
CRA_00357 92598 66 79 M 2034 4 0.06060606 0.02198158 0.02200911 mPAS








CRA_00364 14861 0 74 M 145 0 0 0.00975708 0.00975708 mPAS
CRA_00365 8251 9 74 F 3 0 0 3.64E-04 3.64E-04 mPAS
CRA_00366 116757 86 77 F 204 1 0.01162791 0.00174851 0.00175578 mPAS
CRA_00367 156630 138 82 M 726 0 0 0.00463921 0.00463513 mPAS
CRA_00410 117499 53 55 F 4692 3 0.05660377 0.03995028 0.03995779 mPAS
CRA_00419 35436 23 46 F 1693 1 0.04347826 0.0478073 0.04780449 mPAS
CRA_00420 43180 19 67 M 39 0 0 9.04E-04 9.03E-04 mPAS
CRA_00421 9137 10 77 M 205 1 0.1 0.02246083 0.02254569 mPAS
CRA_00429 28961 18 63 M 20 0 0 6.91E-04 6.91E-04 mPAS
CRA_00430 33014 18 69 M 18 1 0.05555556 5.46E-04 5.76E-04 mPAS
CRA_00433 3567 3 80 F 10 0 0 0.00280584 0.00280348 mPAS
CRA_00435 84435 59 72 M 34 0 0 4.03E-04 4.03E-04 mPAS
CRA_00437 21697 13 55 M 191 0 0 0.00880834 0.00880306 mPAS
CRA_00438 8531 7 76 F 13 0 0 0.00152511 0.00152385 mPAS
CRA_00439 9908 6 71 M 7 0 0 7.07E-04 7.06E-04 mPAS
CRA_00441 69911 104 69 M 337 6 0.05769231 0.0048276 0.00490624 mPAS
CRA_00446 27907 21 44 M 258 0 0 0.00925195 0.00924499 mPAS
CRA_00450 7991 0 40 M 117 0 0 0.01464147 0.01464147 mPAS
CRA_00451 15244 27 84 M 88 2 0.07407407 0.00578301 0.00590396 mPAS
CRA_00469 17127 11 66 M 111 4 0.36363636 0.00648516 0.00671454 mPAS
CRA_00480 15007 20 57 M 17 0 0 0.00113432 0.0011328 mPAS
NDX_00326 2880 3 64 F 17 0 0 0.00590893 0.00590278 mPAS
NDX_00327 2818 4 69 M 3 0 0 0.0010661 0.00106458 mPAS
NDX_00335 1733 1 75 F 4 0 0 0.00230947 0.00230814 mPAS
NDX_00338 4711 16 65 F/M 5 0 0 0.00106496 0.00106135 mPAS
NDX_00339 1541 3 74 F 10 0 0 0.00650195 0.00648929 mPAS
NDX_00344 4296 4 64 M 6 0 0 0.00139795 0.00139665 mPAS
NDX_00369 16757 21 68 F 165 0 0 0.00985899 0.00984663 mPAS
NDX_00370 7595 8 68 M 20 0 0 0.00263609 0.00263331 mPAS
NDX_00373 2870 1 58 F 7 0 0 0.00243987 0.00243902 mPAS








NDX_00379 10262 11 62 M 18 0 0 0.00175593 0.00175404 mPAS
NDX_00383 7262 13 71 F 10 0 0 0.0013795 0.00137703 mPAS
NDX_00389 4627 5 63 F 0 0 0 0 0 mPAS
NDX_00390 1541 1 79 F 3 1 1 0.00194805 0.00259572 mPAS
NDX_00396 4956 4 80 F 17 0 0 0.00343296 0.00343019 mPAS
NDX_00403 1950 4 64 M 2 0 0 0.00102775 0.00102564 mPAS
NDX_00407 917 1 71 M 1 0 0 0.0010917 0.00109051 mPAS
NRA_00346 54866 26 49 F 495 0 0 0.00902626 0.00902198 mPAS
NRA_00368 21169 0 79 F 1883 0 0 0.08895082 0.08895082 mPAS








mark event_type mut_nbrs wt_nbrs
mPAS M/M 1 4
mPAS M/M 1 4
mPAS M/M 2 4
mPAS M/M 1 5
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/M 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
mPAS M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 1 6
STAG2 M/M 5 1
STAG2 M/M 1 4








STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 4 4
STAG2 M/M 3 4
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 5 1
STAG2 M/M 5 1
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 5 1
STAG2 M/M 4 3
STAG2 M/M 6 1
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 3 5
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 4 2
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 6
STAG2 M/M 4 2
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 4 2
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 4








STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 4 2
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 3 3
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 1 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 1 3
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 5 2
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 3 2
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 6 2
STAG2 M/M 4 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 2 2
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 2 4
STAG2 M/M 2 3
STAG2 M/M 3 4
STAG2 M/M 1 6
STAG2 M/M 4 2
STAG2 M/M 1 4
STAG2 M/M 1 5
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6








STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/M 0 6
STAG2 M/W 4 3
STAG2 M/W 1 5
STAG2 M/W 1 6
STAG2 M/W 1 6
STAG2 M/W 2 4
STAG2 M/W 1 5
STAG2 M/W 1 6
STAG2 M/W 2 6
STAG2 M/W 4 3
STAG2 M/W 4 2
STAG2 M/W 1 6
STAG2 M/W 1 6
STAG2 M/W 3 4
STAG2 M/W 1 5
STAG2 M/W 2 4
STAG2 M/W 1 6








STAG2 M/W 5 3
STAG2 M/W 2 5
STAG2 M/W 3 3
STAG2 M/W 1 5
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
STAG2 M/W 0 6
KDM6A M/M 0 6
KDM6A M/M 0 5
KDM6A M/M 0 6
KDM6A M/M 0 5
KDM6A M/M 0 4
KDM6A M/M 0 4
KDM6A M/M 0 6
KDM6A M/M 0 5
KDM6A M/M 0 6
KDM6A M/M 0 3
KDM6A M/M 3 3
KDM6A M/M 3 4
KDM6A M/M 1 4
KDM6A M/M 6 1
KDM6A M/M 2 3
KDM6A M/M 3 2
KDM6A M/M 4 2
KDM6A M/M 3 3
KDM6A M/M 1 4
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 3 2
KDM6A M/M 3 3
KDM6A M/M 2 3
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 1 4








KDM6A M/M 1 5
KDM6A M/M 2 2
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 3 2
KDM6A M/M 4 4
KDM6A M/M 3 2
KDM6A M/M 3 1
KDM6A M/M 2 1
KDM6A M/M 3 2
KDM6A M/M 1 4
KDM6A M/M 1 4
KDM6A M/M 1 6
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 2 2
KDM6A M/M 1 5
KDM6A M/M 3 3
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 5 1
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 3 3
KDM6A M/M 3 1
KDM6A M/M 5 5
KDM6A M/M 2 3
KDM6A M/M 4 1
KDM6A M/M 4 1
KDM6A M/M 1 5
KDM6A M/M 2 4
KDM6A M/M 4 1
KDM6A M/W 0 7
KDM6A M/W 0 5
KDM6A M/W 0 6
KDM6A M/W 0 5
KDM6A M/W 0 7
KDM6A M/W 3 3
KDM6A M/W 1 7
KDM6A M/W 2 4
KDM6A M/W 2 4
KDM6A M/W 5 1








What you need to know 
BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
As colorectal cancer is thought to arise from outgrowth of crypts harbouring excess 
genomic alterations, quantification of mutation accumulation and spread within this 
tissue is key to understanding disease initiation. 
NEW FINDINGS 
Exploiting loss of the cancer driver KDM6A we demonstrate that newly generated 
crypts resulting from increased crypt fission, are accommodated by mass movement 
of surrounding crypts in a diffusion-type process. 
LIMITATIONS 
Only two cancer driver genes, KDM6A and KRAS, are modelled here, which does 
not preclude the existence of alternative expansion mechanisms. 
IMPACT 
The threshold fission rate beyond which diffusion cannot accommodate newly 
generated crypts is calculable defining when identifiable pathologies may form. 
 
Short summary 
In human colon, mutations in KDM6A accelerate gland division. Modelling their 
dispersal as a diffusion process enabled calculation of the threshold fission rate 
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Fig. S1. Detection and laser capture of KDM6A-negative clones 
(A) Representative images of IHC for cancer-associated X-linked genes on human colonic 
sections. Out of the 7 assessed genes, a staining pattern indicative of loss-of-function mutation 
was only found for KDM6A (middle panel). (B) Serial human colonic sections stained with two 
independent antibodies against KDM6A: (i) human protein atlas, (ii) Cell Signaling Technology. 
KDM6A
-
 crypts are circled and enlarged. (C) For assessment of optimal amplicon size, DNA 
extracted from FFPE sections was diluted to equivalents of 5, 20 and 100 crypts and used for 
PCR reactions (primers in table S2). Image of gel electrophoresis of PCR products on FFPE DNA 
diluted to equivalents of varying amounts of crypts. This revealed that an amplicon size of 150 bp 
ensures reliable amplification. (D) Image of IHC for KDM6A on laser capture slide (i) before and 
(ii) after laser capture microdissection. (E) Box plot showing reads obtained for each of the 24 
amplicons used for sequencing of KDM6A-negative and control patches. Amplicon libraries from 
four patches failed QC. Of the remaining seven patches mutations were identified in four at 
mutant allele frequencies consistent with patient sex and estimated stromal fraction within the 
captured material (Table S4). These results both confirm antibody specificity for KDM6A and the 

























negative (24 and 
20, respectively). The area of individual crypts was determined using QuPath software. As 
controls, adjacent or nearby wild type groups of 10 crypts were analysed in the same way. Jitter 















Fig. S3. Eccentricities of crypts around STAG2
-
 clones of size 10 as a function of radial 
distance from crypt centroid. 
Crypt squashing due to clone growth would impact WT (orange) crypts closest to the expanding 
patch, predicting a right to left decline in the crypt eccentricities in the plots above with distance 
















Fig. S4. Eccentricities of crypts around KDM6A
-
 clones of size 10 as a function of radial 
distance from crypt centroid. 
Crypt squashing due to clone growth would impact WT (light turquoise) crypts closest to the 
expanding patch, predicting a right to left decline in the crypt eccentricities in the plots above with 
















Fig. S5. Comparison of mean eccentricities of mutant and adjacent WT crypts in clones 




 crypts, the mean eccentricity of the mutant 
crypts is plotted on the x-axis (0 = perfect circle) against the mean eccentricity of the surrounding 
wild type crypts on the y-axis. The diagonal line represents x=y, where the mean eccentricities of 


















Fig. S6. Defining the FUFI 
(A) Representative image of KDM6A-positive bifurcating crypts sectioned longitudinally. (B) A 
FUFI is defined as two adjoined crypts viewed in a transverse section with two clearly discernible 
















Fig. S7. Inferred ages of STAG2
- 
clones 
Theoretical distributions for the age of STAG2
-
 clones in years covering the period from single 
crypt to a clone comprising 10 crypts. The theoretical density of patch age is calculated using the 
mutation rate, the monoclonal accumulation rate and the fission rate (modelling fission as a 
stochastic birth process). Dashed lines show the most likely patch age for each clone derived 















Fig. S8. Inferred ages of KDM6A
-
 clones 
Theoretical distributions for the age of KDM6A
-
 clones in years covering the period from single 
crypt to a clone comprising 10 crypts. The theoretical density of patch age is calculated using the 
mutation rate, the monoclonal accumulation rate and the fission rate (modelling fission as a 
stochastic birth process). Dashed lines show the most likely patch age for each clone derived 















Fig. S9. Diffusion model prediction of stromal fraction changes for STAG2
-
 clones 
Plots show the stromal fraction measured for STAG2- as well as surrounding wild type patches of 













mutant patch centroid. The black line and grey ribbon is the median and 95% CI 
theoretical stromal fraction as fitted from the diffusion model. Dashed line shows the solution from 
averaging the 25 most likely trajectories from initial mutation to clone of size 10, assuming 
population average diffusion and neighbourhood ambient stromal fraction. Green box: patches for 
which a “rolling window” was applied. For each mutant patch, surrounding measurements 
included two areas comprising 3 mutant and 7 WT, 2 mutant and 8 WT and 1 mutant and 9 WT 
crypts as well as five surrounding WT patches at varying distances (combined: 1 data point for 
















Fig. S10. Diffusion model prediction of stromal fraction changes for KDM6A
-
 clones 
Plots show the stromal fraction measured for KDM6A- as well as surrounding wild type patches of 
10 crypts. The radial distance r (in crypt domains) is measured from adjacent patch centroid to 
mutant patch centroid. The black line and grey ribbon is the median and 95% CI 
theoretical stromal fraction as fitted from the diffusion model. Dashed line shows the solution from 
averaging the 25 most likely trajectories from initial mutation to clone of size 10, assuming 
population average diffusion and neighbourhood ambient stromal fraction. Green box: patches for 
which a “rolling window” was applied. For each mutant patch, surrounding measurements 













crypts as well as five surrounding WT patches at varying distances (combined: 1 data point for 
















Fig. S11. Comparison of diffusion model to null model 
Results for model fit comparison where the log likelihood of the data under a null model with 
constant per-clone stromal fraction is compared to the log likelihood of the data under the 
diffusion model for 1000 potential trajectories (from WT to 10-crypt mutant clone) per clone. The 
black line lies to the left of the density mass, meaning there is evidence for a diffusion-like radial 















Fig. S12. Simulating the ‘breaking point’ 
Simulations were performed to find the fission rate at which clones may generate new crypts 
more quickly than can be accommodated by crypt diffusion. Line graphs show the stromal fraction 
resulting from crypt diffusion and different crypt fission rates in multiples of the homeostatic (wild 
type) rate (0.7% per year). Dotted line = stromal fraction calculated from optimal hexagonal 

















Fig. S13. Evidence for expansion of KRAS-mutant clones in human colon 
Targeted amplicon sequencing focusing on KRAS codons 12 and 13 was performed on DNA 
from FFPE tissue sections from 256 patients of the age range 20-91 years. In total, 35 individuals 
displayed detectable mutations. (A) Mutant allele frequency data of KRAS codons 12 and 13 
mutations plotted against age. Data previously published separated from new data obtained as 
part of this study. (B) KRAS-mutant patch sizes inferred from the mutant allele frequencies and 
known crypt numbers for 256 individuals plotted against age. (C) Frequency of KRAS mutant 
crypts for 256 individuals plotted against age. The mean accumulation of mutant clones using the 
















Table S1. Primary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry. 
Antigen Antibody Supplier Titre 
KDM6A HPA002111 HPA 1:100 
KDM6A #33510 CST 1:200 
MAOA SC-271123 Santa Cruz 1:200 
















Table S2. Primers used for amplification of FFPE to assess amplifiability. 


















































Table S3. Primers used for amplification of KDM6A. 
Number = amplicon number, F = forward primer, R = reverse primer. Sequence includes Fluidigm 
CS adapters. 























































































Table S4. Primers used for amplification of area around KRAS codons 12 and 13 as well as the 
mimic gene PITPNM2. Mimic amplicons contained the sequence context of KRAS codons 12 and 
13, including 5 preceding and 3 subsequent nucleotides (total synchronous sequence: GAGCT 
GGTGGC GTA) at the same position within the amplicon. 
Number = amplicon number, F = forward primer, R = reverse primer. Sequence includes Fluidigm 
CS adapters. 

























Table S5 PCR reaction components. For KDM6A, pre-amplification was performed in multiplex 
groups (group 1: primers 1,4,7…group 2: 2,5,8… group 3: 3,6,9…). For KRAS, each sample was 
amplified in two independent duplex PCR reactions containing a KRAS and corresponding mimic 
primer pair. 











KDM6A 1 μM 0.5 mM 5 μl 1 U To 25 μl 
KRAS 
1.2 μM pair 1 
0.8 μM pair 2 















Table S6 PCR cycling conditions used for amplification of KDM6A and KRAS. PCR was followed 
by ExoSAP-IT enzyme treatment (2 μl of enzyme for 5 μl of sample, ThermoFisher) at 37 ºC for 
15 min and 15 min inactivation at 80 ºC and 1:10 dilution in DNA Suspension Buffer (Teknova). 
For KDM6A, samples were further amplified using the Fluidigm Access Array™ according to the 
supplier’s protocol. 
Step Temperature Time Cycles 


























Table S7. Summary of mutations identified in KDM6A
-
 patches. 
Ref = nucleotide in reference genome, freq = frequency, Alt = alternative nucleotide -> this is the 
mutation, Change = predicted consequence of the mutation. Frequencies derived from frequency 
of mutant reads in samples. Of note, the mutation found in intron 18 was present in two 
independent patches. Furthermore, the mutations S1154* and W1193* have previously been 








Male 1A X:45078391 intron 18 A G 85.8 100 Intronic 
Male 1B X:45078391 intron 18 A G 72.9 100 Intronic 
Male 2A X:45078391 intron 18 A G 82.9 100 Intronic 
Male 2B X:45078391 intron 18 A G 85.3 100 Intronic 
Male 3A X:45085892 24 C A 51 100 S1154>STOP 
Male 3B X:45085892 24 C A 0 100 N/A 
female 4A X: 45089773 25 G A 15.8 50 W1193>STOP 















Table S8. Sequence context used to extract mutant reads from sequencing data. 
For each variant, the mutant allele frequency was calculated by dividing by the total read number. 
Context Nucleotide change Amino acid change 
GAGCTGGTGGCGTA WT WT 
GAGCTGATGGCGTA G>A G12D 
GAGCTGCTGGCGTA G>C G12A 
GAGCTGTTGGCGTA G>T G12V 
GAGCTAGTGGCGTA G>A G12S 
GAGCTCGTGGCGTA G>C G12R 
GAGCTTGTGGCGTA G>T G12C 
GAGCTGGTGACGTA G>A G13D 
GAGCTGGTGCCGTA G>C G13A 
GAGCTGGTGTCGTA G>T G13V 
GAGCTGGTAGCGTA G>A G13S 
GAGCTGGTCGCGTA G>C G13R 
GAGCTGGTTGCGTA G>T G13C 
GAGCTGGAGGCGTA T>A WT 
GAGCTGGCGGCGTA T>C WT 
GAGCTGGGGGCGTA T>G WT 
GAGCTGGTGGAGTA G>T WT 
GAGCTGGTGGGGTA G>C WT 















Calculating the crypt fusion rate 
 
For individual crypts, fusion/fission events occur at a rate ρ and have a duration 
∆τ . If we take a snapshot of a piece of tissue at a time t0 we see all fusion/fission 
events that occurred in the window [t0 − ∆τ, t0]. Calculating the average number 
of events per crypt, X, in a time ∆τ over many snapshots is the same as 
calculating the probability of an event for a single crypt in the window ∆τ (as we 
can only have a single event in any time window equal to the event duration). 




We want to observe events on the edge of mutant patches such that we can 
differentiate fission events from fusion events. For a patch with edge length N 
(that is, N crypts define the patch perimeter, each with at least one wild-type 
crypt as a neighbour), the number of crypts undergoing fusion or fission is 
distributed as 
 
  (2) 
 
For a given patch with edge length N, then, the probability of zero events in a 
window ∆τ is 
 
  (3) 
 
where Nρ is considered small compared with ∆τ such that we may define a 
parameter ε = Nρ∆τ where ε<<1. Correspondingly, the probability of seeing at 




This equation can be applied to either fusion events or fission events separately 
by changing the event rate ρ to ρfu or ρfi, the event rates of fusion and fission, 
respectively, assuming that the event duration ∆τ is approximately equal for 
fission and fusion. 
 
Calculating the fusion rate 
Let the number of partially mutant (partial) and fully mutant (monoclonal) FUFI 
events observed on the edge of mutant patches be np (termed M/W in main text) 













over many different mutant patches and tissue samples, with a total patch edge 
length of N. To calculate the fusion rate ρfu given the fission rate ρfi, we use the 
following observations and assumptions: 
1. All fission events are monoclonal. 
2. Not all monoclonal events are fissions. 
3. All partial events are fusions. 
4. Not all fusions are partials. 
The first and third assumptions stem from the belief that the timescale over which 
monoclonal conversion occurs in a crypt is short compared to the time between 
fusion/fission events. The second and fourth observations are alternative 
statements of the fact that fusion at the patch edge can happen inwards: a 
mutant crypt on the patch edge can fuse with a mutant crypt within the patch, 
hence creating a monoclonal event. We define the parameter χ to be the 






where nfu and nfi are the number of fusion and fission events, respectively. The 
factor of two accompanying each instance of nfu in (5) comes from the hypothesis 
that fusion can be initiated by either of the participating crypts, so the number of 
events associated with the fusion rate of any individual crypt should be half the 
number observed. We do not know nfu and nfi a priori, however. 
 
We may recast the probability p{XN ≥ 1} from (4) as the number of observed 







   (7) 
 
 
where we have assumed the duration of a fusion event is approximately equal to 





























The simplest model for the parameter χ is to assume unbiased (isotropic) fusion, 





where Nt and Nw are the total number of neighbours and number of wild-type 
neighbours of a given fusion event, respectively. To get a bulk measure of χ for 
each clonal mark, Nt and  Nw were averaged over all observed M/M events. 
 
Diffusion model of tissue reorganisation 
 
Below we lay out the theoretical framework and statistical methods used for 
understanding tissue rearrangement due to clonal expansion in the gut as a 
diffusion process. 
 
Parameterisation and derivation 
We will approach the idea of crypt packing by defining a quantity γ that 
represents the local stromal fraction of the tissue (we will also refer to this as the 
“white space” fraction) - then, the crypt area per unit area of mucosa is given by 
1-γ. If you look at a small region of tissue in cross-section, γ is the fraction of that 
region that is taken up by stroma rather than epithelial cells (i.e. that fraction that 
is not part of a crypt). It is useful to think of the crypts as a density that is moving 
in the “free space” of the stroma. Then, we can define another quantity ψ that 
represents this density in such a way that ψ ≡ 1/γ. This density ψ tells us the 
number of units of area we would need to observe to see one unit of area of 
white space. This is a convenient definition as it allows the density to be 
expressed as a function unbounded in the positive real numbers whereas the 
local crypt fraction 1-γ is bounded in [0,1]. 
 
In intestinal tissue, we assume there is a patient-specific homeostatic degree of 
crypt packing that can be represented by “ambient” values γa, ψa for the stromal 
fraction and crypt density, respectively. Near to a region of clonal expansion (a 
fission-driven mass source), the tissue is perturbed and the crypt density is 
















where the spatiotemporal variation in the crypt density is contained in the 
perturbation term ψ r, t). By centring our polar coordinate system r =  r, θ) at the 
initiation point of the clonal expansion we can state our far-field condition: ψ → 0 
as r → ∞, meaning that we expect the tissue to remain in its ambient structure far 
from any perturbation. We choose to model the density perturbation ψ as 





where the coefficient of diffusion D quantifies the speed with which the tissue can 
react to new mass being created by fission by rearranging to accommodate it. 





We want to use (14) to understand the dynamical process underlying observed 
patches of clonally-expanded mutant tissue; we note that while we know the 
initial size (a single crypt) and the current size (n mutant crypts) of the of the 
clonal expansion we do not know the total age of the mutant patch nor when the 
individual fission events driving the expansion occurred. We first show how to 
solve the system in the case of an instantaneous injection of mass at time t=0 
before showing how to use this solution to build a more realistic model of 
dynamic fission events. 
 











where k = (kx, ky) is the wave vector in a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y) with 
its origin at the initiation point of clonal expansion. Equation (18) can be solved 
by integrating with respect to time and applying the initial condition ψ  ) = F [M 
















We proceed by inverting the Fourier transform to find the crypt density in terms of 

























where r2 = x2 + y2 is the radial distance from the centre of the clone. The stromal 
fraction near to a mutant patch 











Diffusion with a stochastically-firing point source 
To investigate the temporal aspect of clonal expansion the diffusion model was 
extended to accommodate growth over time due to stochastic crypt fission at the 
patch centre. One can intuitively think of this as overlaying identical diffusion 
processes in space with different initiation times. Mathematically this can be 
achieved by breaking the solution space into chunks separated by each fission 













interval [t0 , t1), achieving a value ψ 1(t1) at the end of this period, then the solution 
ψ 2(t) for the next period [t1, t2), where a fission event occurs at t1, is found by 
solving (18) with the initial condition ψ 2(t1) = ψ 1(t1) + F [am δ r)] where am is the 
area of the new mutant crypt. Performing this process iteratively produces, with 
initial area perturbation A0 = am − aw generated by the mutational hit, the 





where τi = t − Σj
i tj for i ∈ [1, nf] with tk the event times of nf crypt fissions. Inverting 





The formulation (27) supposes that we do not know how large a mutant patch will 
grow in a given amount of time t, but that we can generate fission times tk and 
take those events with  tk < t to define our solution up to the desired time t. We 
can so generate fission times given a fission rate ρ by assuming exponential 





where n is the current patch size, tn is the time of the nth fission event and u01 is 
a random draw from the unit uniform distribution U(0, 1). This method can also 
be used to generate mutation times using the mutation rate ɑ (9.3 x 10-7 for 
KDM6A; 1.7 x 10-6 for STAG2), the monoclonal accumulation rate ΔC (6.0 x 10-6 
for KDM6A; 2.1 x 10-5 for STAG2), the number of stem cells per crypt undergoing 
neutral drift Nstem (7) and the total number of crypt in the gut Ncrypts (~10 x 10
6).  
So given a mutation that confers an expansion bias in terms of an increased 
fission rate over wild type epithelium, we can simulate the distribution of 
theoretical clonal expansion dynamics by generating a mutation time and a 
sequence of fission event times using (28) and calculate the evolution of the 
packing density over time using (27). The full theoretical white space fraction is 
given by inserting (28) into 
                                                                           (29) 
 
Comparing theory to experiment 
While (29) fully describes the theoretical diffusion process we posit as an 
explanation for the alleviation of crypt packing in the gut in lieu of mass crypt 
fusion, we must do more work to form a quantity suitable for comparison with 













area of patches of n crypts (including their “share” of the stromal space bordering 
the patch) and the area of the individual crypts making up each patch. Thus we 
can calculate the total white space Γ in a patch by subtracting the summed crypt 
areas from the total patch area. We can get a comparable theoretical quantity Γth 
by integrating the theoretical white space fraction (29) over the area A occupied 





The integral (30) is non-trivial for an arbitrary patch geometry. To simplify the 
problem we transform the geometry of the patch into a subsector of a circle 
centred at the coordinate origin while conserving the patch area. 
 
To do this, three quantities must be found: the angle θs subtended by the 
subsector, its inner radius Rin and its outer radius Rout . To find θs the distance d 
between the centroid of the patch and the centroid of the mutant source patch 






where Rw is the radius of the patch being transformed (and where “radius” means 
the radius that would produce the area of the patch if the patch were a circle). 





and area conservation enforces the equality Asec = πRw
2. If d > 0 we may use the 
approximation Rin = d − cRw and Rout = d + cRw for some small c > 0 and 
































which we evaluate numerically. The theoretical value for the total patch white 
space defined in (36) can then be used to fit the diffusion model given a data set 
of patch measurements. 
 
Statistical model for inferring the diffusion coefficient 
To infer the parameters defining the tissue-intrinsic diffusion process we define 





where Γ(pq) and Γth are respectively the observed and theoretical total white 
space in patch q of the neighbourhood of the pth mutant patch (as defined in 
(36)). The parameters defining Γ(pq)th are the single tissue-intrinsic diffusion 
coefficient D, the ambient stromal fraction γa, sequence of event times (mutation 
and subsequent fissions) t(p), and input areas M(p) (mutant and wild type crypt 
areas am, aw) of the pth mutant patch, and the location parameters L
(pq) which 
define the transformed inner and outer radii and angle subtended by the patch q 
of the neighbourhood of the pth mutant patch. We simultaneously infer the 
coefficient of diffusion D and the local ambient white spaces γa. 
 









chosen to be uninformative around an unbiased mean value γa
pop = 1/2.Standard 
normal distributions bounded to the positive real line are used as prior 
distributions for the diffusion coefficient and the standard deviation σΓ about the 




Inference for the full model defined by eqs. (37)–(40) was performed by MCMC 













event times t(p) an input to the model, generated using (28). For each clone 1000 
potential sequences (trajectories) were generated and the inference was run 250 
times with a random sample of the potential trajectories used each time.  This 
allowed us to be sure that the resulting model parameters accounted for the large 
variation in the temporal development of the patches due to the stochastic nature 
of the mutational hit and the fissions themselves. From the resulting distributions, 
“most likely” trajectories were selected by fixing the diffusion coefficient D and 
ambient stromal fraction of each neighbourhood γa to their median values and 
evaluating the likelihood of the data under the model for each of the 1000 
potential trajectories per clone.  For each clone, the 25 most likely trajectories 
were selected and averaged to give an approximation of the likely age of each 
patch. 
 
To test whether we are justified in imposing the form of a diffusion process on the 
data we performed the inference above for a null model wherein each 
neighbourhood around a mutant clone would be explained by a constant stromal 
fraction.  This involved inferring γa for each patch and setting γ r) = γa, and then 
calculating Γ(pq)null and using it in (37) to evaluate the likelihood of the data under 
the null model. To compare the diffusion model to the null model, the full set of 
1000 potential trajectories for each clone were used as input to calculate a 
distribution of model likelihoods given the inferred population median diffusion 
coefficient and the per-clone median ambient stromal fraction.  The results show 
that there is more evidence to support the hypothesis of identifying the mutant 
patch as the source of clonal expansion causing a diffusion-like radial 
dependence in the local stromal fraction. 
 
Polyp initiation 
Here we quantify when the biological process might break down due to physical 
constraints on crypt density. In the theoretical scheme defined above, as crypt 
density ψ → ∞ the stromal fraction γ → 0. Below some local value of γ, there will 
not be enough space for a crypt to fission. We posit that this may be a 
mechanism for outward growth, or polyp formation. A useful threshold to set on 
the available white space can be borrowed from the mathematics 
of optimal packing; identical circles may be optimally hexagonally packed to fill a 
fraction π/√12 of the space. Thus, we set the lower bound on the stromal fraction 
γb = 1 − π/√12. A mutant patch that creates mass through fission at such a rate 
that the tissue-intrinsic diffusion cannot act to fully accommodate new crypts will 
have a decrease over time of the available stromal fraction as the patch grows 
exponentially. We claim that if the available white space dips below γb then there 
the patch has a finite chance of initiating outgrowth. 
 
We can quantify this more concretely by simulating an ensemble of mutant 
patches with a given fission rate. At each time point we can find the radial extent 
ri of each instance i of the mutant patch by constraining the integral over the non-
















where the mutant crypts have area am. To approximate the effective local stromal 
fraction throughout the patch, the cumulative average of γ r), γ r) is calculated 
starting from the patch centre r = 0. For each patch area πri
2 we may then 
calculate the fraction pf of this area for which γ < γb . This gives us an idea of the 
portion of the patch that is at risk of initiating a polyp with the next fission event. 
Averaging pf over the whole ensemble, we find an estimate for the probability of a 
clonal expansion developing into a polyp for a given time t after the initial 
mutation. 
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